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May this Ramadan bring change in your lives and make 
this planet a better place for mankind. We reciprocate to 
everyone have a blessed and Happy Ramadan!

On behalf of the whole team at Industry ME magazine we would like to 
extend a warm welcome to issue 140.

The majority of business leaders in the Middle East are optimistic towards 
global economic growth in 2022. Over the next three years, 52 percent of 
Middle East CEOs plan double-digit investments in digital transformation. 
Armed with new optimism, CEOs are fashioning a growth agenda that 
channels energies towards new business models, customer experiences 
and organisational efficiencies facilitated by the cloud and digital tools.

The FIFA World Cup 2022, which was awarded to Qatar in December 
2010, will be the first FIFA World Cu to be hosted in the Middle East. This 
is a tremendous opportunity for the region to welcome and connect 
with billions of people from across the globe, showcasing its unique 
identity and culture and building new bridges of understanding. A key 
objective of the FIFA World Cup 2022 is that it serves as a catalyst for the 
achievement of Qatar’s long-term development goals as laid out in the 
Qatar National Vision 2030 and the National Development Strategy 2018-
2022.

The Qatar National Vision 2030 (QNV2030) is a master vision and 
roadmap towards Qatar becoming an advanced society capable of 
sustainable development with the goal of providing a high standard 
of living for all citizens by the year 2030.Through defining long-term 
outcomes for the country, it provides a framework within which national 
strategies and implementation plans can be developed. It assists 
government-led strategies, policy, planning, and allocation of funds and 
resources towards a unified goal. It also provides private sector companies 
and, to an extent, individuals with a shared direction and purpose. 
The world’s first sustainable downtown regeneration project, Msheireb 
Downtown Doha revived the old commercial destination with a modern 
appearance influenced by the traditional Qatari heritage and architecture. 
Adhering to the highest standards in green building, the latest in 
sustainable technologies were used. With such luxury and richness seen 
in a city like Doha, what more can you ask for? Industry ME finds out 
more.

There will be enormous memories shared within these stadiums; 
millions of people in Qatar will experience the matches. And if these 
iconic buildings get promoted as sustainable, a powerful message will 
be delivered to the world. When it comes to sustainable development, 
a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach may not always work. In cooler countries, 
air-conditioning is not seen as a necessity, but in Qatar the case is 
different. In the lead up to the FIFA World Cup, how is Qatar going to 
keep its stadiums cool, while also ticking off the environmentally friendly 
box? Sustainability Director at the Supreme Committee for Delivery and 
Legacy, Engineer Bodour Al Meer tells us all.
Qatar’s bid to stage the FIFA World Cup 2022 required the construction or 
refurbishment of eight stadiums, numerous training sites and supporting 
temporary infrastructure. Construction of infrastructure can generate 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, disruptions to local biodiversity, 
construction and organic waste, other air emissions such as dust, and 
significant water use. Similarly, operating FIFA World Cup 2022 sites 
requires a significant amount of energy and water and generates various 
types of waste and GHG emissions as well.
We look forward to showcasing the biggest single-sporting competition in 
the world. 

Yours sincerely,

The Industry MEA Editorial Team
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Although Qatar has benefited immensely from oil and gas 

resources, it is continuing its expansion into the knowledge-

based economy.

Understanding that education is the first criterion, Qatar 

is proactively expanding its education system to match 

and, in some cases, exceed the best in the world. In this 

regard, many of Qatar’s post-secondary education, cultural, 

intellectual and scientific research reforms are spearheaded 

by Qatar Foundation. 

The prosperity of any country depends on the health of its 

people. Qatar aims to build a comprehensive world-class 

healthcare system that is effective, affordable, and universally 

available to all citizens.

The Ministry of Public Health, Hamad Medical Corporation and 

the Primary Health Care Corporation are largely responsible 

for implementing plans to achieve this goal. 

In meeting Qatar’s future human resource requirements, 

the country follows a policy of Qatarization, which aims to 

increase the ratio of Qataris in the workforce and to enhance 

the calibre of nationals through providing opportunities for 

betterment, including academic achievement, training, and 

support.

The Social Development 

Pillar

This pillar reflects social 

changes necessary to 

advance Qatar’s society. It 

impresses on the citizens 

of Qatar the need to be 

flexible enough to meet the 

demands of the future while 

preserving the institution of 

the family. Key aspects of 

Qatar’s social development 

strategy include:

Preserving Qatar’s heritage 

and enhancing its Arab and 

Islamic identity

• Building a safe and stable 

  society

• Promoting a spirit of 

  tolerance and openness

• Empowering women

• Providing high-quality 

  services to meet the needs 

  and desires of the people

Qatar National Vision 2030

What is it?

The Qatar National Vision 

2030 (QNV2030) is a master 

vision and roadmap towards 

Qatar becoming an advanced 

society capable of sustainable 

development with the goal 

of providing a high standard 

of living for all citizens by the 

year 2030.

Through defining long-term 

outcomes for the country, it 

provides a framework within 

which national strategies 

and implementation 

plans can be developed. 

It assists government-led 

strategies, policy, planning, 

and allocation of funds and 

resources towards a unified 

goal. It also provides private 

sector companies and, to 

an extent, individuals with a 

shared direction and purpose. Indeed, many companies and 

businesses refer to QNV2030 within their mission statements.

Facing the Challenges, Today and Tomorrow, The National 

Vision addresses five major challenges facing Qatar:

• Balancing modernisation and preserving traditions

• Meeting the needs of today without compromising future 

needs

• Managing growth

• Maintaining equilibrium between Qataris and expatriates

• Engaging in good environmental stewardship

4 Pillars for Achievement

The National Vision foresees development in four 

interconnected pillars:

• Human development

• Social development

• Economic development

• Environmental development

The Human Development Pillar

This pillar seeks to empower the people of Qatar so that they 

will be able to sustain and support their country’s growth. This 

requires improvements within education, health care and the 

workforce in general.



The Social Pillar also 

provides direction on 

Qatar’s development within 

the context of the global 

community. Internationally, 

Qatar takes an active role in 

the Gulf Cooperative Council, 

the Arab League , the United 

Nations, the Organisation of 

the Islamic Conference and 

other bodies involved with 

security, cooperation and 

peace.

The Economic Development 

Pillar

Reasonable and sustained 

rates of economic growth 

will help to secure a high 

standard of living not only 

for citizens today but also for 

future generations. Financial 

and economic stability 

are characterized by low 

inflation, sound financial 

policy and a secure and 

efficient financial system.

A key element of successful 

and sustainable economic 

development is effective, 

long-term stewardship 

of Qatar’s hydrocarbon 

resources. 

This requires finding the right 

balance between energy 

exploitation and economic 

diversification. A vigorous oil 

and gas sector will continue 

to play a central role in 

Qatar’s economy, as it contributes greatly to the development 

of the nation.

However, QNV2030 also sets out objectives in diversification 

towards growth in non-energy sectors. Qatar’s 

transformation into a knowledge-based economy is well 

underway and will continue to gather pace. The Ministry of 

Transport and Communications and Qatar Foundation lead 

the national efforts in propelling Qatar into a technologically 

advanced society. 

The establishment of the Qatar Science and Technology Park  is 

one of the most significant milestones.

Another initiative was the opening of the Qatar Financial 

Centre, an institution responsible for bringing international 

financial institutions and multinational companies to Qatar.

The Environmental Development Pillar

This pillar draws attention to the importance of finding 

harmony between economic growth and environment 

protection.

As global water and hydrocarbon resources diminish and the 

effects of pollution and environmental degradation increase, 

it will become more important for Qatar to work with regional 

neighbours and the international community to protect the 

environment.

On a national level, the government is actively engaged in 

keeping industry in check through environmental assessments 

and legislation. Ministry of Municipality and Environment and 

Qatar’s water and electricity provider, KAHRAMAA, regularly 

hold awareness campaigns to inspire the public to conserve 

resources and ‘think green’.

BUSINESS NEWS - QATAR NATION VISION 2030 BUSINESS NEWS - QATAR FIFA WORLD CUP 2022

QATAR FIFA WORLD CUP 

2022

FOOTBALL HAS THE POWER 

TO CHANGE PEOPLES LIVES 

The Supreme Committee 

for Delivery & Legacy is well 

advanced in the planning of 

host country operations for the 

FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022. 

They are also making rapid 

progress in building stadiums 

and other infrastructure and 

ensuring the tournament and 

its preparations contribute 

to Qatar’s sustainable 

development.  

From the stadiums where 

football history will be 

made to infrastructure, 

accommodation and transport, 

The Supreme Committee for 

Delivery & Legacy and their 

stakeholders are making sure 

that Qatar is ready to welcome 

the world in 2022.

They aim to showcase Qatar’s 

unique identity through a 

FIFA World Cup 2022 which 

connects people in a shared 

celebration of football and their 

region. Every fan will have an 

unforgettable and seamless 

experience in Qatar, feeling at 

home as they, their friends and 

families explore an amazing 

world of experiences with 

hospitality at its heart.

Hosting the tournament is 

already creating a lasting 

legacy. Through infrastructure, 

education, football for 

development, support for 

regional innovation and a 

dedication to improving 

workers’ welfare, our efforts are 

forging a better future for Qatar, 

the Middle East, Asia, and the 

world.

The FIFA World Cup is 

the biggest single-sport 

competition in the world. After 

a preliminary competition, the 

32 qualified men’s national 

football teams compete to 

become world champions in a 

final competition staged during 

one month in a host country 

selected by FIFA.

It is anticipated that over one 

million spectators will attend 

the tournament’s 64 matches, 

and the competition will reach 

a global in-home television 
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audience of over 3 billion 

people, with more than one 

billion fans tuning in to watch 

the final match. In addition to 

the matches, there are a host 

of other official competition-

related events, including draws, 

team and referee seminars 

and workshops, opening, and 

closing ceremonies, award 

ceremonies, cultural events, 

press conferences and launch 

events.

The FIFA World Cup 2022, 

which was awarded to Qatar 

in December 2010, will be 

the first FIFA World Cu to be 

hosted in the Middle East. This 

is a tremendous opportunity 

for the region to welcome 

and connect with billions of 

people from across the globe, 

showcasing its unique identity 

and culture and building new 

bridges of understanding.

The tournament will be held 

from 21 November to 18 

December 2022, when the 

average temperature in Qatar 

ranges from 24-28 degrees 

Celsius. Early in the planning 

process, the tournament was 

moved to winter in Qatar, to 

protect athletes and attendees 

from the summer heat.

It will also have the most 

geographically compact 

footprint in the tournament’s 

history since the inaugural 

single-stadium edition in 

1930, with all stadiums within 

50km of the centre of Qatar’s 

capital city Doha. This hosting 

concept means that spectators 

and players will spend less 

time travelling and more time 

enjoying the tournament, and 

it will create opportunities to 

centralise the provision of some 

services and facilities.

A key objective of the FIFA 

World Cup 2022 is that it 

serves as a catalyst for the 

achievement of Qatar’s long-

term development goals as 

laid out in the Qatar National 

Vision 2030 and the National 

Development Strategy 2018-

2022.

Hosting the FIFA World 

Cup often represents a 

historical milestone and 

symbolic achievement 

for the host country, with 

major implications for local 

communities, infrastructure 

development and service 

provision. It includes the 

employment and training of 

thousands of workers and 

volunteers, the transportation 

of hundreds of thousands of 

fans and the protection of 

people’s health and safety 

throughout the tournament. 

The scale and complexity of 

the tournament can generate 

significant opportunities for 

all those involved, but they 

also present a range of risks 

that must be effectively 

managed to deliver a successful 

tournament.

Qatar’s bid to stage the FIFA 

World Cup 2022 requires the 

construction or refurbishment 

of eight stadiums, numerous 

training sites and supporting 

temporary infrastructure. 

Construction of infrastructure 

can generate greenhouse gas 

(GHG) emissions, disruptions to 

local biodiversity, 

construction and organic 

waste, other air emissions such 

as dust, and significant water 

use. Similarly, operating FIFA 

World Cup 2022 sites requires 

a significant amount of energy 

and water and generates 

various types of waste and GHG 

emissions as well.

As per FIFA requirements, 

all FIFA World Cup stadiums 

will be designed and built 

following sustainable building 

standards. As a result, best 

sustainability practices have 

been integrated into the 

design and construction of 

the stadiums, leading to lower 

resource requirements and 

minimisation of any negative 

ecological footprint. 

The Global Sustainability 

Assessment System (GSAS) 

comprises the sustainable 

building standards that are 

used for the certification of all 

FIFA World Cup 2022 stadiums. 

The GSAS framework covers 

eight environmental impact 

categories: urban connectivity, 

site, energy, water, materials, 

indoor environment, cultural 

& economic value, and 

management & operations.

Designing, constructing, and 

operating the FIFA World 

Cup 2022 sites to meet these 

stringent sustainable building 

requirements will drive the 

development of sustainability 

expertise in Qatar and the 

region, the activation of 

markets for green products 

and services, and the constant 

enhancement of standards.

The operation of other 

infrastructure that will be used 

during the tournament, such 

as a wide range of convention 

centres and hotels, will also 

require a significant amount 

of energy and water, and 

generate various types of waste 

and GHG emissions. 

To support sustainable 

building practices in the 

accommodation sector, 

the Qatar National Tourism 

Council’s (QNTC) hotel 

classification system specifies 

minimum environmental 

criteria for all hotels, such 

as waste segregation and 

specific water and energy 

saving practices, and rewards 

green building certification, 

additional energy saving 

practices, and sustainable 

procurement practices.

Greenhouse gas emissions, 

and their consequences for 

global climate change, are 

widely recognized as one 

of the most pressing global 

challenges, affecting people 

worldwide. The preparation 

and staging of the FIFA World 

Cup™, and post-tournament 

activities, will generate 

emissions mainly from 

transport, accommodation, 

and construction activities 

among others. 

Eliminating or reducing 

emissions, and applying 

energy-efficient practices, will 

be vital to minimise emissions 

that cannot be avoided or 

offset.

While Qatar is heavily reliant 

on imports of food and 

construction material and 

produces its electricity and 

vehicle fuels predominantly 

from its oil and gas resources, 

it has a target to increase 

its energy efficiency by ten 

per cent by 2022. Projects 

are being implemented to 

increase local food production, 

use its solar energy potential, 

and increase the use of 

low-emission technologies. 

The compact nature of the 

FIFA World Cup 2022™ will 

eliminate the long-distance 

travel between sites typically 

required for other FIFA World 

Cups™ and will thus reduce 

associated carbon emissions.
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A City Centre Fit for the Future:

DOHA
“The world’s first sustainable downtown regeneration 
project and will regenerate and preserve the historic 

heart of Doha.”

PROJECT
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The world’s first sustainable 

downtown regeneration 

project, Msheireb Downtown 

Doha revived the old 

commercial destination 

with a modern appearance 

influenced by the traditional 

Qatari heritage and 

architecture. Adhering to 

the highest standards in 

green building, the latest 

in sustainable technologies 

were used. With such luxury 

and richness seen in a city 

like Doha, what more can you 

ask for?

People will make it a point 

to visit the Middle East every 

year and enjoy the activities 

and comforts offered. Doha 

has a lot to offer its tourists, 

which they should not miss 

out on. Speaking of a lot to 

offer, Msheireb is the one 

place people must visit while 

away. The aim and focus are 

to ensure that Downtown 

Doha becomes the new 

social and civic hub in the 

city Centre, where people 

can enjoy working, living, and 

shopping with friends, and 

family.

The first sustainable 

downtown regeneration 

project, Msheireb Downtown 

Doha has retained its 

traditional Qatari heritage 

and architectural language 

seen its simplicity, space, 

light, layering, ornament, 

and response to climate. 

The aim of the project 

is to give the pattern of 

development in Doha a new 

look which is leaning towards 

improving the use of land, car 

transportation and energy 

hungry structures.

Downtown Doha plans to 

become the social and civic 

hub where one can live, work, 

shop, visit and spend time 

with their loved ones.

Wouldn’t it be amazing if 

we could travel back in time 

just to see how people lived 

their lives back in the olden 

days and of course explore 

the golden architectural 

heritage?

The Msheireb museum 

was built by the son of 

the founder of modern 

DOHA
PROJECT

Qatar, Sheikh Mohammed 

Bin Jassim Al Thani, which 

represents the past, present 

and a sneak peek into what 

Downtown Doha bases itself 

on. The Echo memory art 

project is the museum’s 

child as it uses objects that 

were discovered during 

the excavation work on the 

site.  The traditional values 

represent the future of Doha’s 

development and introduces 

Msheireb’s transformation 

over a period as it recalls the 

past, portraying the present 

and keeping the visitors 

engaged in the future.

With the evolution of time, 

journey through the district 

of Msheireb and explore the 

narrow alleyways that gave 

birth to homes built on either 

MSHEIREB DOWNTOWN DOHA
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side and how its changed 

into a baraha, an open-air 

town square. The challenge 

was taken on to maintain a 

balance between the modern 

needs of living and the 

idea of preserving the local 

heritage and culture.

Doha was home to some 

of the most traditional 

adobe courtyard houses 

that created a low skyline 

punctuated by domes and 

minarets of mosques. Back 

in the day buildings were 

simple, made with mud, 

stone and coral, with one 

or two rooms. Refuge was 

offered from the intense 

midsummer heat in woven 

network of streets and 

passageways.

The population of Doha 

used to be around 12,000 

and had about 350 pearling 

boats. It has retained a close 

relationship and proximity 

with the sea coastline. The 

1950’s saw the development 

and gradual growth of 

the nation’s oil and gas 

resources. The population 

of the city grew leaps and 

bounds which sparked 

a transformation in the 

landscape and skyline. Less 

population and a range of 

architectural styles are one of 

the main reasons behind the 

new suburbs and business 

districts.

Over the years, the 

transformation of the small 

city resulted in all kinds 

of identity of the city and 

its lifestyle. Downtown 

Doha was given birth to 

with the aim of the nation’s 

development and cultural 

roots with which the city 

was founded. The old 

downtown district grew up 

around reserves influenced 

by a society well rooted 

down there.

With a mandate to deal 

with the gap in the 

architectural history and 

to re- explore a different 

form of Qatar’s urban 

development, Sheikha 

Moza bint Nasser, her 

highness, established 

Msheireb properties. The 

aim is to offer a better 

perspective and add 

the best of the past and 

contemporary innovative 

technologies and shape 

an architectural language 

in Qatar.

MSHEIREB DOWNTOWN DOHA

The rebirth of a 

neighbourhood and the 

architectural heritage is 

what defines Msheireb 

Downtown, which is in 

danger of becoming extinct. 

The bedrock of the project 

was given birth to the 

principles of progress and 

tradition, freedom and 

responsibility, new and old 

cultures along with creativity 

and stability.  The blueprint 

of Msheireb Downtown 

Doha went through 

intensive research, which 

has implemented the true 

spirit and aesthetics of the 

country’s architecture. The 

language of architecture was 

given birth to counteract 

the depletion of the unique 

cultural and architectural 

heritage. To re-energize 

the core of the city and to 

develop a range of activities 

was the main objective of 

the project. The traditional 

methods of dealing with 

climate and close- knit 

pedestrian districts are 

the some of the things the 

design of the urban space 

draws on.

2008 saw the launch of an 

international competition to 

choose the best architects to 

create a world- class urban 

landscape for this seminal 

project. The aim was to 

look for those who could be 

decipher the gap between 

the old and new Doha.

Also known to people as 

Msheireb Doha, a smart city is 

a residential place that boasts 

luxury and fine infrastructure. 

It is designed with the best 

cutting-edge technology and 

offers the best facilities like 

pools, gym, and private lifts 

that are a combination of 

contemporary style in modern 

living. Established in 2010, 

the development of the city 

continues to expand itself. 

At present, it has over 100 

buildings which include 3 to 

30 Storeys.

The Msheireb Doha used to 

be a place with traditional 

housing that overlooked 

the vast desert, skyline, and 

minarets. Transformed into 

a metropolis with a gradual 

increase in population, 

the place has become of 

perfectly designed wonders 

of Doha. The development of 

this sustainable project came 

about with the changes in 

the architectural style and 

growing suburbs. One of 

the first religious centres in 

the heritage quarter is the 

mosque. People will be awe-

struck by such beauty, which 

is not found anywhere else in 

the world.

Industry ME   Issue 140    17
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The Finest 

Drainage Goes 

Unnoticed 
By Adam Smith, 

Managing Director, 

Polypipe Middle East

High-performing drainage 

systems can enhance health, 

wellbeing, and sustainability 

in the built environment

Once designed simply to 

provide safety and shelter, 

the role of buildings has since 

transformed significantly. 

With humans spending 

more time indoors than ever 

before, modern buildings are 

now designed, constructed 

and optimised to enhance 

occupant comfort and 

deliver health and wellbeing 

benefits.

The construction industry 

plays a pivotal role in 

optimising buildings for 

comfort, through designing, 

creating, and operating 

health-centric spaces that 

contribute to the creation of 

more resilient communities. 

With these goals in mind, the 

profound role of drainage 

cannot be overlooked. If 

manufactured, installed, and 

maintained properly, the right 

drainage systems can protect 

indoor air quality, prevent the 

spread of disease, enhance 

occupant comfort, and even 

save costs. 

Poor quality drainage not only 

cause inconveniences but is 

harmful to human health. 

Blocked vents, dry taps, or 

damaged drain lines can 

cause foul smells, disturbing 

noises, and the release of 

toxic gases. It also increases 

the risk of property damage, 

heightening liability for 

building owners, with the 

potential to even reduce 

resale value, and cause 

reputational damage.

The right drainage systems 

should go unnoticed, 

helping to support safe and 

comfortable environments by 

eliminating the risk of failure. 

Terrain Q, our latest addition 

to our market leading 

selection of Terrain systems, 

goes above and beyond this 

requirement, bringing a new 

dimension to the commercial 

drainage portfolio at Polypipe 

Middle East. Terrain Q 

presents both noise reducing, 

and fire retardancy benefits. 

The innovative design 

prevents the passage of 

sound and has a 20dB rating 

for structure-borne sound - 

equivalent to the volume of a 

whisper.

Acoustic comfort is an 

often-forgotten aspect 

of protecting occupant 

health and wellbeing. The 

direct correlation between 

exposure to excessive 

noise and physical health 

problems such as fatigue, 

TURN DOWN THE VOLUME 

WITH TERRAIN Q

To find out more, visit middleeast.polypipe.com/terrain-q
Or have a quiet word with our sales and technical team. Simply call +971 4 807 3000 

Meet Terrain Q – a multi-layered noise reducing system which has been quietly 
engineered for sound dampening, whilst also providing increased fire retardancy.*

Terrain Q’s multi-layer construction is resistant to high temperatures, 
chemicals and abrasion.

TTeerrrraaiinn  QQ..  TTuurrnniinngg  fflluusshh  ssoouunnddss  iinnttoo  hhuusshheedd  ssoouunnddss..

*Fire classification rating of B-s1 d0 according to EN13501, installed according to building regulations. 

We recommend Terrain Q be installed with our Terrain Firetrap Sleeves.

Middle East
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“We were appointed because of 

our industry acknowledged ability to 

deliver giga projects”.

“We were invited back to the project to deliver 

Phase 2 after the success of our work on Phase 1B”

Role: Commissioning Management
(2 Phases of the project Phase 2 and Phase 1B)

We had 30 Commissioning Engineers and 3
 Senior Commissioning Managers on the 

project full time

We worked across all MEP Systems and also worked on the 
Solar Power systems, some of the most technical aspects of the 
project (such as the external open-air temperature-controlled 

courtyard), and also worked as the LEED 
commissioning team for both phases.

Msheireb Downtown Doha Project 

SESC Group Involvement 

www.sescgroup.net 

info@sescgroup.ae 

Office Number +971 4 303 8305

headaches, tinnitus, and 

even cardiovascular disease, 

is just one indicator of how 

important a well-designed 

acoustic setting can be. Aside 

from the physical effects, 

disturbing noises can also 

be detrimental to mental 

health, provoking irritability, 

anxiety, and a rise in stress 

levels, subsequently leading 

to reduced productivity and 

cognitive function. 

Terrain Q’s innovative 

multilayer technology helps 

retain the sound of water 

within the pipes by acting as 

a sound absorbent against 

shocks and vibrations. 

The external layer consists 

of PP+UV+RF, providing 

resistance from UV radiation 

and damage caused by 

fire. The intermediate layer 

is composed of a mineral-

reinforced plastic which 

enables noise insulation, 

increased stability, and 

added fire resistance. The 

innermost layer is made of 

PP+AF, providing chemical 

and abrasion resistance, as 

well as resistance to high 

temperature waste, up to 97 

degrees.

Within the internal bore 

of Terrain Q, an antifouling 

surface treatment is used to 

minimise encrustation build 

up which can increase the 

propagation of noise. It also 

extends the product lifecycle 

for the benefit of residents, 

facilities managers, and 

engineers. The fittings have 

been expertly engineered 

to feature an easy-to-install 

push-fit system, reducing the 

risk of failures and ensuring 

the system retains its unique 

noise-reducing properties.

The Terrain Q range is 

available in a variety of sizes 

to suit project requirements 

and designs and, when used 

alongside Terrain’s other 

drainage systems, a bespoke 

engineered solution can be 

found, offering an unrivalled 

hybrid approach to individual 

needs.

With health and wellbeing 

now a pivotal factor 

influencing both consumers’ 

and corporations’ decision-

making process, high-

performing systems are a 

must. When designing and 

constructing buildings of any 

kind, the role of drainage 

must be considered to 

create spaces that are truly 

engineered for optimal health 

and satisfaction - the ultimate 

measure of success for any 

building owner. After all, what 

value does a building possess 

if it is unable to meet the 

needs and expectations of its 

occupants?
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Burton Studio and its 

consultant team shaped the 

vision for the public realm at 

Msheireb Downtown Doha 

through the meticulous 

design and implementation 

of the community’s 

landscape framework, water 

features, lighting, wayfinding, 

irrigation systems, and 

various sustainability 

measures.

By establishing a 

contemporary approach to 

Qatari urban design and 

landscape architecture, the 

studio created a consistent 

thread of human-scale 

public realm components, 

punctuated by larger curated 

spaces rooted in traditional 

Qatari living and settlement 

patterns. The result is a novel, 

sustainable, 21st-century 

urban environment that 

provides comfort for guests 

and city dwellers alike. The 

district defines a cutting-edge 

urban core that emphasizes 

technology and sustainability 

and welcomes the future by 

embracing the past.

The planting and material 

palettes reference historical 

city life in Doha, forming 

a landscape framework 

where heritage, culture, and 

innovation join forces. Native 

trees define spaces, create 

edges, and bring structure 

and shade to the urban 

streetscape. Paving material 

selections evolved through 

extensive testing and 

research, drawing inspiration 

from natural desert hues 

and darker striations in the 

native soil exposed during 

project excavation efforts. The 

studio ultimately selected a 

rich golden leaf granite as 

the framework paving that 

organizes Msheireb around 

a singular material and 

sets the foundation for the 

community’s lighter-toned 

buildings.

Burton Studio and the 

team celebrated Msheireb’s 

historical relationship with 

water by incorporating 

an inter-related language 

of water features into the 

community plan, which 

recalls the traditional use and 

flow of water through the 

district. Utilizing gravity to fuel 

their movement minimized 

evaporation and reduced 

energy costs. The careful 

placement of features within 

outdoor spaces enabled them 

to function as cherished 

passive cooling systems.

Burton Studio is a recognized 

global leader in landscape 

architecture and urban 

design, with a prestigious 

portfolio of completed work 

that spans all markets. 

Notable works in hospitality, 

mixed-use, commercial, 

and civic environments 

include Hayy Al Sharq 

Entertainment and Leisure 

Destination, Uptown Cairo, 

Four Seasons Bora Bora, The 

Resort at Pelican Hill, Irvine 

Spectrum Center, The Village 

at Westfield Topanga, City 

Center Bishop Ranch, and 

the San Diego Symphony’s 

Rady Shell at Jacobs Park.

Burton Landscape Architecture Studio • 307 S. Cedros Ave.  Solana Beach, CA • 01.858.794.7204 • burton-studio.com

Westfi eld Topanga & The Village • Canoga Park, California

San Diego Symphony’s Rady Shell at Jacobs Park • San Diego, California 

Four Seasons Resort Bora Bora • Bora Bora, French Polynesia

Msheireb Downtown Doha • Doha, Qatar

MSHEIREB DOWNTOWN DOHA
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Lusail City is where Qatar’s 
imagination comes to life

LUSAIL

LUSAIL CITY

“Qatar is a nation that is constantly reimagining itself, rooted in 
its history, anchored by its present, driven by its future.” 
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One of the most remarkable 

phenomena to emerge from 

the development of the GCC 

region over the past few 

decades has been the man-

made island.

Recovering land from the 

sea might have once been 

considered folly but has in 

modern times become a 

viable means to creating 

new lifestyle centres and 

commercial opportunities.

Such is the case with the 

ambitious Lusail City project 

in Qatar.

Lusail City extends across an 

area of 38 square kilometres 

and includes four exclusive 

islands and 19 multi-

purpose residential, mixed 

use, entertainment, and 

commercial districts. It is a 

comprehensive arena with 

leisure spots, residential 

buildings, commercial towers, 

avenues, and public Marinas.

The sheer scale of this project 

and its future impact is 

mind-boggling

“The city of the future can 

accommodate 200,000 

residents and 170,000 

employees; it will also 

welcome over 80,000 visitors. 

The total estimated capacity 

of Lusail will eventually 

reach 450,000 people. The 

city also includes numerous 

residential units, office 

buildings of various sizes 

and 22 hotels with different 

international star ratings, 

making it an element of 

attraction for investment in 

Qatar.”

The task to construct this 

impressive and vast project 

falls to Lusail Real Estate 

Development Company W.L.L. 

(LREDC). The company’s 

Chief Executive Officer Eng. 

Issa Mohammed Ali Kaldari 

comments:

“As CEO of Lusail Real Estate 
Development Company (LREDC), I 
am extremely proud to oversee one 
of the world’s most visionary single 
developments. Lusail City represents 
nothing less than the hopes and 
aspirations of the people of Qatar. 
The new extension to Doha, Lusail 
City, is a meticulously planned urban 
development unlike anything seen 
before.”

“In September 2008, LREDC was entrusted to deliver Lusail 

City, to distinguish it as the ‘conscience of sustainable 

development’, and to set new standards in the provision of 

community facilities and 

services.

“Lusail City will bring 

to life a comprehensive 

and vibrant city, master-

planned around mixed-use 

developments that will 

create diversity, integration 

and sustainability. The 

city also represents a new 

way of thinking about the 

environment; residents, 

employees, and visitors can 

enjoy the convenience of 

living close to their workplace 

and facilities, which will help 

to reduce car use.

LUSAIL CITY



QATAR OFFICE

T. +974 4413 1770 

E. info@groupimar.com.qa

The name IMAR has been synonymous with 

superior quality and market leading customer 

service since 1995.

Providing discerning clients with both aesthetically 

pleasing and practical solutions in the architectural 

interior Fit-Out sector.

Indeed in an ever-evolving industry, its innovation 

has seen it work on some of the most exciting, 

desirable, and notable projects in Qatar. 
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DOHA OASIS HOTEL

Halul Properties
USD 330 Million

QATAR

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL AT WEST BAY

Four Seasons Hotel
USD 16 Million

QATAR

LA CIGALE HOTEL AND SEVEN CLUB

La Cigale Hotel
USD 10.5 Million

QATAR

HOTELS
Major Projects

Client:
Value:

Client:
Value:

Client:
Value:

 QATAR

T. +974 4413 1770

E. info@groupimar.com.qa

LEBANON

T. +961 1 374 500 / 501 

E. info@groupimar.com

 KUWAIT

T. +965 2228 6658

E. info@groupimar.com

OFFSHORE

T. +961 1 374 500 / 501 

E. www.groupimar.com

Lusail Multipurpose Hall 

Sports Club - Qatar

Doha Oasis Hotel

Our role within the project environment is all 

encompassing and is key to our successful 

delivery. From our initial involvement with 

the project team at feasibility stage, we are 

constantly planning our strategy to deliver 

the project’s scope, time, cost and quality 

objectives. GFM Talk to Mr. Muhieddine Al Jamal 

- the Business Development Manager, to find out 
more about the Company.

Our vision to be recognised as a market 

leader in each region and sector in which we 

operate by delivering excellence through the 

professionalism and quality of IMAR Team, 

products and service.

IMAR Mission is concentrated on furnishing the 

regional market with best services and products 

and quality of high technical team that accuse to 

the architectural beauty of the projects.

IMAR key value resource is our professional 

team, and we are committed to develop each 

individual’s potential to its fullest  by using best 

practice methods and techniques.

IMAR was founded by Mr. Hanna Shammas 

CEO, in Lebanon in 1995, promptly 

establishing its reputation for excellence 

in the construction industry; specializing 

in architectural interior fit out before 
expanding to Qatar in year 2000 under the 

management of Mr. Mustafa Kassar the 

Managing Director.

In 2010, IMAR expanded its activities in 

Lebanon in the field of general contracting 
and residential development with the 

addition of a new management team 

having more than 25 years of relevant 

experience.

Mr. Muhieddine A. Al Jamal BDM, said 

that We as IMAR, we are strong believers 

in working exclusively with renowned 

global suppliers that are pioneers in their 

respective fields of expertise. 
Our mission is to become the foremost 

provider of an extensive range of 

innovative interior solutions in the 

region.  We aim to do so by continuously 

promoting high quality construction 

products and services to demanding 

clientele.  This mission is met by 

coordinating the efforts of producers, 

developers, designers and clients.

The corporate promise resolves around 

our everlasting commitment to excellence 

and growth.  We will work at all times 
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SIDRA MEDICAL AND RESEARCH CENTER 

Qatar Petroleum
USD 162 Million
Aug 2010 to Dec 2013
670,000 sqm.

QATAR

HMC GENERAL HOSPITAL OPERATION 
THEATERS  BUILDING EXPANSION PROJECT

Ashgal
USD 40 Million

QATAR

WORKERS HOSPITAL
INDUSTRIAL AREA & RAS LAFFAN AREA

Midmac / QACC
USD 10.3 Million
Nov 2014 to Dec 2015 

QATAR

MEDICAL | HEALTHCARE
Major Projects

Client:
Value:
Duration:
Area:

Client:
Value:

Client:
Value:
Duration:
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CP110 DUTY FREE AT HAMAD INTERNATIONAL 
AIRPORT

NDIA Steering Committee
USD 160 Million
27,000 sqm.
June 2012 to April 2014

QATAR

CP111 DUTY FREE AT HAMAD INTERNATIONAL 
AIRPORT

NDIA Steering Committee
USD 26 Million
June 2012 to April 2014

QATAR

CP112 DUTY FREE AT HAMAD INTERNATIONAL 
AIRPORT

NDIA Steering Committee
USD 10.1 Million
December 2014 to April 2015

QATAR

RETAIL
Major Projects

Client:
Value:
Area:
Duration:

Client:
Value:
Duration:

Client:
Value:
Duration:

to meet customer’s expectations while 

focusing on problem solving.  By 

advancing our skills, remaining up-to-date 

with innovations and maintaining solid 

customer relations, we will continue to 

be recognized for our quality work and 

services through:

Mutual trust; Anticipating customer needs; 

Reliability and on-time delivery; Cost-

effective procedures and techniques; 

Technical competence; Ongoing training of 

personnel; Proper communication; Team 

work.

We have suppliers from Lebanon, France, 

Italy, Switzerland, Germany, Holland, 

and the US, says Mr. Muhieddine adding, 

“We’ve had no major complaints from our 

clients or suppliers. We have had a lot of 

positive feedback from clients.”

We promise we deliver!

Hamad AirportSidra Hospital



LUSAIL CITY
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“At LREDC, we are facilitating 

and consolidating personal 

relationships with Lusail 

City’s primary stakeholders, 

with special focus on 

investors and development 

partners, through offering 

a wide array of services to 

meet their development and 

construction goals.

“We are very proud to create 

a state-of-the-art, sustainable 

community development, 

a place where our vision 

is becoming tangible, and 

a place that will live and 

breathe for decades to come.

“Lusail City is where Qatar’s 

imagination comes to life.”

Coming to life requires vision 

and attractions and Lusail 

City will offer a wide variety of 

entertainment venues upon 

completion.

The focus for public 

attractions will be within the 

Entertainment City which 

is planned as the premier 

world-class destination in 

Qatar. Other districts that 

will be unique destinations 

include Entertainment Island, 

Qetaifan Islands, Lusail Plaza, 

Seef Lusail and the various 

Wadi, Crescent, Al Khor Parks, 

and the promenades along 

Marina District.

“Entertainment City 

presents a welcoming 

and hospitable face to the 

world and will become 

a destination beloved by 

world travellers. To achieve 

a unified development, 

the plan for Entertainment 

City provides for attraction 

and entertainment venues 

integrated seamlessly within 

a sophisticated urban 

environment.

“Five distinct “districts”, 

each thematically and 

characteristically different 

from one another include: 

Downtown, Corniche, North 

Shore, South Shore and The 

Villas (South Shore Villas and 

Fox hill Villas).

“A canal will act as the central 
organizing element of plan, linking 
each area via a water taxi. All 
areas of this development center on 
entertainment, be it the more active, 
thrilling aspects of the project, or 
the more relaxing and regenerative 
parts. Offerings are “lifestyle based”, 
as they focus on creating a whole 
experience, one for all visitors from 
families to business travellers.”

Entertainment City Qatar is set to encompass an extensive 

range of retail outlets, including a shopping mall, souk, 

neighbourhood retail and restaurants, in addition to offices. 

Additionally, there will be a range of apartments and villas, 

hotels, theme parks, water parks and theatres.

“Place Vendome is the first project earmarked for development 

in Entertainment City. It is as much as an Entertainment 

Hub as it is a shopping destination. The amusement facilities 

deliver all the fun for the entire family. The architecture 

draws upon classical and neoclassical styles to set the mood. 

The design language is rich with architectural vivacity of 

French renaissance to set the tone for the entire shopping 

experience,” states the website.

“The 3 Southern Qetaifan Islands will have continuous Souq 

developments connected with pedestrian bridges and an 

active marina waterfront. The North Qetaifan Island is being 

master planned for a large touristic entertainment destination 

by QTA.

“Lusail Plaza lies at the heart of Lusail City. It overlooks the 

coast at the end of the Boulevard District and is bounded 

North and South by Fox Hills and Seef Lusail Districts.

“The Plaza District is defined by four iconic towers providing 

both a focus to the city and to the Plaza itself. The four towers 

are positioned in order not to obstruct views and to take full 

advantage of the coastal aspect. The bases of these towers are 

shrouded by a series of low-level podium buildings that create 

ENTERTAINMENT
CITY
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a series of interconnected 

unique public spaces where 

a range of activities can take 

place.

“Lusail Plaza has been 

designed as both a 

destination and a vital link 

within the overall City master 

plan. The connection of the 

Lusail Boulevard to the Lusail 

Corniche is a fundamental 

driver of the master plan. This 

link works both visually – the 

long vista down the boulevard 

to the iconic structure 

reinforced with an avenue 

of tall palms – and physically 

with protected pedestrian 

routes from boulevard 

through the heart of the plaza 

out to the corniche.

“The connection of the North 

and South districts of Seef 

Lusail both into the Plaza 

and to each other has also 

been carefully considered. 

The design of the corniche: 

avenues of palms and 

boardwalk will be continued 

into the surrounding districts 

to give homogeneity to the 

entire corniche. At the heart 

of Lusail Plaza lies the LRT 

station which connects purple 

and red/green lines. This hub 

ensures the 4 towers are well 

linked into Qatar’s public 

transport network. The LRT 

will also encourage visitors to 

visit Lusail Plaza to experience 

the unique ambience of a 

truly pedestrian urban realm.” 

“Lusail Plaza Public Realm 

will be the focus of activity for 

the district and City of Lusail. 

With its pedestrian priority 

emphasis, the design of the 

public realm also draws 

on the rich tradition of the 

region and is designed to 

promote just such activity 

from the grand civic scale 

of the central spine to the 

more intimate spaces of the 

inner gardens. The plaza 

creates a central open space 

for congregation and can 

accommodate events for up 

to 10,000 people. This is also 

a possible venue and fan 

zone for the visitors to the 

FIFA World Cup 2022.” 

Lusail City is all about 

building a future and a 

legacy at the same time. 

YOU NEED TO

BOOK DIRECT
For big savings 

and great cars

G0 OUT MORE...
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Hosting the Opening Match of the 
FIFA World Cup 2022:

AL BAYT 
STADIUM

AL BAYT STADIUM

“The 60,000-capacity stadium combines heritage, 
sustainability, and environment-friendly development goals, 
while considering the future societal requirements” 
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The incredible Al Bayt 

Stadium was unveiled to 

the world on the opening 

day of the FIFA Arab Cup 

when it hosted the match 

between Qatar and Bahrain. 

The 60,000-capacity venue 

– designed to resemble the 

traditional tents used by 

people across the Gulf region 

– sits proudly in the northern 

Qatari city of Al Khor as both 

a monument to the country’s 

traditions and its bright 

future.

This year, Al Bayt – which 

means ‘the home’ in English 

– will host the opening match 

of the FIFA World Cup 2022. 

The eyes of the world will be 

focused on this architectural 

masterpiece, which is certain 

to amaze fans from all corners 

of the globe when they 

arrive in Qatar for the 22nd 

edition of football’s flagship 

international tournament. 

The people of Al Khor are 

immensely proud of the 

stadium and its surrounding 

facilities. The venue’s precinct 

has been open to the public 

since 2019 and covers an 

area larger than 30 football 

pitches. There are running, 

cycling and horse-riding 

tracks. 

As well as being incredibly 

eye-catching, the tent design 

is deeply practical. The shade 

provided by the tent structure 

and its retractable roof system 

complement the stadium’s 

cooling technologies, helping 

maintain a comfortable 

temperature inside without 

using any extra power.

Sustainability has also driven 

the design of the area around 

Al Bayt Stadium. Parks and 

greenery form an integral 

part of the surrounding 

precinct’s design plan, 

creating a green lung for 

Al Khor and providing local 

families with invaluable 

outdoor space to enjoy. 

This commitment to 

environmental preservation 

is shared by every company 

working with the Supreme 

Committee for Delivery & 

Legacy on this venue. It 
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began with Dar Al-Handasah, 

which served as the design 

consultant, while Projacs 

were responsible for project 

management in the initial 

phase.

Qatari contractor Galfar Al 

Misnad, in conjunction with 

Italian contractors Salini 

Impregilo Group and Cimolai, 

constructed the stadium 

and the energy centre 

building. Landscaping and 

underground utility works, 

meanwhile, were carried 

out by Qatari contractors 

Bin Omran Trading and 

Contracting and Al Sulaiteen 

Agricultural & Industrial 

Complex. Overall construction 

supervision was covered 

by KEO International 

Consultants. 

Having a World Cup stadium 

in their own back yard is 

a source of great pride for 

Saeed Al Misnad and his 

daughter Fatima. Both are 

heavily involved in football, 

with Saeed working as the 

Technical Director for National 

Teams at the Qatar Football 

Association, while Fatima 

founded Qatar’s first women’s 

football team. 

As a former national team 

player and coach, Saeed has 

witnessed first-hand the 

evolution of the beautiful 

game in Qatar – from its 

humble beginnings as a local 

league played in one stadium, 

to continental champions and 

the next host nation of the 

FIFA World Cup.

“I have travelled the world and 

I have seen many stadiums – 

but none of this quality and 

detail,” said Saeed. “More 

importantly, Al Bayt is not 

just a football stadium. It’s 

an entire complex that will 

benefit the city of Al Khor 

tremendously.”

“The fact the design of the 

stadium is inspired by a 

traditional tent reaffirms 

Qatar’s commitment to our 

identity and traditions for 

the whole world to see when 

they visit us during the World 

Cup,” said Fatima, who set up 

a women’s team at Al Sadd 

Sports Club in 2009.

Another prominent member 

of the local community is 

Mohammed Al Mohannadi. 

He is a former player for Al 

Khor, Al Sadd and the Qatar 

national team. He is incredibly 

proud that his home city and 

country are on the verge of 

hosting the World Cup.

Mohammed said: “Winning 

the bid to host the World 

Cup was a dream for the 

Arab region. For Al Khor to 

host the opening match, it 

is truly a dream come true. 

With a year to go, this dream 

will soon become reality. The 

World Cup will be a beautiful, 

historical moment for Al 

Khor, and Qatar as a whole. I 

cannot describe how proud I 

am.”

He continued: “The design of 

the stadium is remarkable 

– it represents our region’s 

history. Whoever came up 

with the idea is a genius. It 

is unique – everyone who 

attends matches here will 

be blown away. It is truly 

amazing.”

The Al Khor people, said 

Mohammed, are looking 

forward to welcoming fans 

from across the world in 

2022.

“It used to be quiet around 

here, but the stadium has 

changed the area. More 

people are now interested in 

visiting Al Khor. This stadium 

will contribute to the legacy 

of the tournament and the 

country. Football is a way 

of life here. Everyone loves 

the game and values it. This 

is a close-knit city where 

everyone knows one another. 

You have the sea and the 

desert. Everything is available 

here and the people are very 

friendly. This is what makes 

Al Khor unique. It is very 

difficult to leave Al Khor once 

you have lived here.”

AL BAYT STADIUM
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Visually Stunning, Culturally Important: 

AHMAD
“An exciting new dawn has come to one of Qatar’s 

most historic cities, which sits close to Doha on the way to 

beautiful desert landscapes.”

BIN ALI STADIUM



SYDNEY • LONDON • DUBAI 

ENGINEERING 
AN ICON

Rickard Engineering and Al Tasnim Enterprises are proud to have helped create the 

stunning façade of the Ahmad Bin Ali Stadium. 

Charles Rickard and his team took the design vision and engineered a remarkable 

façade feature using glass reinforced plastic (GRP). Charles has been a leading  

designer in the use of glass reinforced products (GRP & GRC) for over 30 years, 

with many major projects in the Middle East and across the globe.

To gain Charles Rickard’s engineering experience on your next major construction 

project, please contact him on charles@rickardengineering.com

rickardengineering.com

Façade Construction
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The gateway to the desert 

opened its doors to the world 

on 18 December 2020 with 

a spectacular debut that 

included the Amir Cup final 

Al Rayyan welcomes football 

fans from around the world 

with open arms, eager to 

show them the rich culture 

of Qatar. Ahmad Bin Ali 

Stadium, also known as Al 

Rayyan Stadium, is one of the 

playing venues of the 2022 

World Cup in Qatar. 

It opened in 2020.

Al Rayyan, where Ahmad 

Bin Ali Stadium is located, 

is known for its love of 

traditions and local culture, 

as well as its hugely popular 

football team, Al Rayyan 

Sports Club. The close-knit 

community here is deeply 

committed to the team, 

whose new arena will host up 

to 40,000 fans at FIFA World 

Cup 2022 matches through 

to the quarter-final stage.

Ahmad Bin Ali Stadium, built 

on the site of a venue with 

the same name, incorporates 

symbols of Qatari culture into 

its spectacular undulating 

façade. The facilities 

surrounding the stadium 

also mirror the country, with 

sand dune-shaped structures 

recalling the beautifully 

wild lands to the west. The 

stadium was built in place 

of the old Ahmad Bin Ali 

Stadium, home of Al Rayyan 

SC. Initially the plan was to 

WORLD STADIUM
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expand and renovate the 

existing stadium, but in the 

end, they built a whole new 

stadium altogether.

The last match in the old 

stadium was played in 

2014, following which it got 

demolished and preparation 

works for the new stadium 

started. The final designs 

were presented in 2015, and 

foundation works started in 

late 2016. 

Ahmad Bin Ali Stadium 

officially opened on 18 

December 2020 with the 

Amir Cup Final between Al-

Sadd and Al-Arabi (2-1). A 

few months later the stadium 

was one of the two venues, 

alongside Education City 

Stadium, of the 2020 FIFA 

Club World Cup that was 

played in early 2021 due to 

the Covid-19 pandemic. It 

hosted among others one of 

the two semi-finals.

For the World Cup the 

stadium will have a capacity 

of roughly 40,000 seats. After 

the World Cup, nearly half of 

those will be removed again, 

resulting in a capacity of 

21,000.

Thanks to its location on the 

edge of the desert, preserving 

nature and its gifts has long 

been a priority in resilient 

Al Rayyan – and this arena 

is no different. The Supreme 

Committee for Delivery & 

Legacy has delivered the 

venue using environmentally 

friendly building materials 

and practices.

Every part of the stadium 

district has been designed 

with sustainability in mind. 

After the FIFA World Cup 

Qatar 2022 has finished, 

almost half of the stadium’s 

40,000 modular seats will 

be removed and given 

to football development 

projects abroad. The smaller 

post-tournament arena will 

enable Al Rayyan to maintain 

the intimate, neighbourly 

character it’s famous for.

The design of Ahmad Bin 

Ali Stadium in Al Rayyan is 

the story of Qatar. Its most 

striking feature is a glowing 

façade, comprised of patterns 

that characterise different 

aspects of the country: the 

importance of family, the 

beauty of the desert, the 

native flora and fauna, as well 

as local and international 

trade. A seventh shape, a 

shield, brings together all 

the others, representing 

the strength and unity that 

is particularly relevant to 

the proud desert city of Al 

Rayyan.

These patterns are like the 

geometric shapes often 

found in Islamic architecture 

and their impressive intricacy 

reflects the exquisite 

handicrafts produced in 

Qatar. This unique façade is 

nestled around a compact 

seating structure, which 

guarantees an electric 

atmosphere and allows all 

40,000 fans to feel closer 

than ever to the action on 

the pitch. Those fans are 

protected from the elements 

by a lightweight canopy and 

advanced cooling systems, 

allowing them to enjoy every 

match in complete comfort.

If fans can take their eyes 

off the spectacular sight 

of Ahmad Bin Ali Stadium 

itself, they will see that other 

parts of the district echo the 

desert motif, including dune-

shaped hospitality areas and 

merchandise stalls. Nightfall 

brings another dimension to 

the scene as several nearby 

buildings light up with a 

soft glow, welcoming visitors 

from far and wide.
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A Design That Draws on the 
Rich History of Islamic Architecture

EDUCATION
CITY

“ The home of Qatar Foundation for Education, Science and 
Community Development, buzzes with invention and a 
determination to make the FIFA World Cup 2022™ a catalyst 
for social and human development.”      



EDUCATION CITY
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Education City Stadium: A Design That Draws on the Rich 

History of Islamic Architecture 

There will be enormous memories shared within these 

stadiums; millions of people in Qatar will experience the 

matches. And if these iconic buildings get promoted as 

sustainable, a powerful message will be delivered to the 

world.

When it comes to sustainable development, a ‘one-size-fits-

all’ approach may not always work. In cooler countries, air-

conditioning is not seen as a necessity, but in Qatar the case 

is different. In the lead up to the FIFA World Cup, how is Qatar 

going to keep its stadiums cool, while also ticking off the 

environmentally friendly box? 

“ Qatar has a very different climate, 
without air conditioning, the harsh 
heat would mean the stadiums would 
be unusable for at least half a year. A 
structure that ticks all the boxes on the 
sustainability checklist but is unusable for 
several months a year goes against the 
very basis of sustainability,” 
said Sustainability Director at the Supreme Committee for 

Delivery and Legacy, Engineer Bodour Al Meer. 

With that in mind, several design features were incorporated 

into the construction of the Education City Stadium, a venue 

for the FIFA World Cup 2022, to ensure that it is a beacon of 

sustainability while also ensuring it could be used year-round. 

The stadium is the first FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 venue 

to receive a five-star rating under the Global Sustainability 

Assessment System (GSAS), which is the first performance-

based system in the Middle East and North Africa region, 

developed for rating green buildings and infrastructures. 

“Passive design was a key component in the conceptualization 

phase of the stadium. Passive design – working with the 

climate, not against it – is an approach to building design that 

uses building architecture to minimize energy consumption. 

It reduces the need for auxiliary cooling, which generally 

accounts for a large 

percentage of energy use,” Al 

Meer said.

Speaking on its various 

passive design features, Al 

Meer said, “Many people 

might not notice this, 

but the stadium is built 

partially below ground level. 

If you enter the stadium 

at ground level, you must 

walk down a long flight of 

stairs to reach the pitch. 

This feature is common in 

all of Qatar’s FIFA World Cup 

stadiums; however, I believe 

the deepest is the one in 

Education City.” 

Buildings that are 

built underground and 

surrounded by soil are called 

earth sheltered buildings. 

The biggest advantage in 

such buildings is that the 

surrounding soil acts as a 

‘heat sink’. It absorbs solar 

energy preventing the 

structure from heating up 

and reducing cooling 

needs. 

Al Meer said, “This feature 

had another benefit 

during the excavation 

process large boulders 

were removed from 

beneath the surface of the 

ground. Normally concrete 

would be used to make 

the foundation but we 

were able to use these 

excavated boulders in the 

foundation by placing 

them back in and pouring 

concrete over them – this 

is referred to as cyclopean 

concrete.” 

This not only reduced 

the amount of concrete 

used, but also sped 

up the construction 

process and reduced the 

transportation needs of 

both the concrete and the 

excavated rocks. 

“Sustainability was a 

continuous pursuit 

COOLING
STRATEGY 
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throughout the building 

phase and resulted in some 

changes as the stadium took 

shape. 

Perhaps the most notable of 

which is the stadium’s facade, 

the outermost angled panels. 

The initial choice of material 

was aluminium but was later 

changed to a highly efficient 

fabric. The change was partly 

made based on sustainability 

as aluminium is highly energy 

intensive to produce.” 

This fabric shields the actual 

exterior part of the stadium. 

What this essentially does is it 

prevents the sun from hitting 

the structure directly, thus 

effectively reducing the heat 

load on the building. 

It works same as the drastic 

difference between how hot a 

car gets if it is parked directly 

under the sun as compared to 

when it’s parked in the same 

sun but under a shade. 

Another important feature of 

the stadium is the large air 

slits present on the north and 

south side of the structure. 

“Education City Stadium is 

what we call a breathing 

building. These slits act 

almost like lungs for the 

stadium and help it breathe; 

they ensure a continuous 

flow of air by allowing fresh 

air into the stadium while 

removing the hot polluted air 

from within. All this without 

using any energy,” said Al 

Meer. 

BREATHING BUILDING

Connecting Temporary  

and Everlasting
To host amazing events, organizers need iconic structures of the 

highest quality, executed reliably and cost-effectively. 

In the Middle East, NUSSLI has been implementing projects for more than 15 years.

Recently, NUSSLI was the leading construction company in providing ten architectural pavilions for  

international participants at the Expo 2020 site in Dubai, UAE.

Another current project is the Education City Stadium in Doha, Qatar. NUSSLI provided design and build 

services for full-bowl demountable grandstands in the upper tiers of the stadium. In less than 250 days, a 

demountable tier system supporting 16,500 seats was installed under challenging conditions.

NUSSLI is the leading international provider of construction services for temporary and modular event struc-

tures. We are experts in the design development, engineering, procurement, construction and relocation of 

structures that must be delivered against fast-track project schedules.

NUSSLI constructs state-of-the-art temporary solutions like grandstands, arenas, stages, event structures, 

overlays as well as customized designed pavilions, museums and showrooms, custom structures, hall con-

struction and interior fittings solutions.
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A Coming of Age for the Beautiful Game

AL THUMAMA

“Its striking form touches the hearts of many Arab families, who 
instantly identify with such an important part of their lives and 
culture.” 

AL THUMAMA
STADIUM
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Amir H H Sheikh Tamim bin 

Hamad Al Thani attended the 

opening ceremony of the Al 

Thumama Stadium and the 

Amir Cup final when Qatar 

achieved a new milestone on 

the Road to 2022. 

FIFA World Cup Qatar 

2022 venue Al Thumama 

Stadium, which was 

unveiled to the world, is 

the sixth tournament-ready 

venue after the Khalifa 

International, Al Janoub, 

Education City, Ahmad Bin 

Ali and Al Bayt stadiums. 

The amazing 40,000-capacity 

stadium was opened in 2021 

ahead of the eagerly awaited 

Amir Cup final between 

country’s football giants Al 

Sadd and Al Rayyan.

The packed stadium, with 

fans cheering every moment 

of the nerve-wrecking title clash, saw Al Sadd edging Al 

Rayyan on penalties 5-4 after a 1-1 draw to retain their Amir 

Cup title.  The Amir crowned champions Al Sadd, coached by 

Barcelona legend Xavi Hernandez.     

Earlier, mostly children performed in front of 40,000 fans in an 

impressive opening ceremony of the spectacular FIFA World 

Cup venue.  Stunning fireworks at the venue also wowed fans 

before and after the final.   

FIFA President Gianni Infantino said: 

“Qatar continues to amaze the football 
world and it will not stop until the 
curtain closes on the FIFA World Cup. 
Al Thumama Stadium is another work 
of art and carries a lot of significance 
for the country and the region. I 
cannot wait to see the first FIFA pan-
Arab football tournament being held 
right here in a few weeks’ time, and to 
witness the first FIFA World Cup in the 
Middle East just one year from now.”

“I am thrilled to be here 

today, next to His Highness 

the Amir, and to have the 

opportunity to personally 

thank him for Qatar’s efforts, 

which go way beyond 

delivering what will be the 

best FIFA World Cup ever in 

2022,” added Infantino.

Al Thumama Stadium will 

host the FIFA World Cup 

Qatar 2022 matches through 

to the quarterfinals and will 

also play a prominent role 

during this year’s FIFA Arab 

Cup Qatar 2021. 

The design of the venue 

represents the gahfiya—a 

traditional woven cap worn 

by men and boys across the 

Middle East.

“It has a very 
special place 
in our heart. I 
mean it is part 
of our national 
headgear or 
national dress,”

Secretary-General at 

Supreme Committee for 

Delivery & Legacy Hassan Al 

Thawadi said.  

“There’s no doubt that we 

feel that it’s a common 

element or a common thread 

that unites us all and a 

celebration of Arabic culture,” 

he added.

With the inauguration of the 

latest venue, Qatar reaffirmed 

the preparations for the FIFA 

World Cup are on track. 

Secretary-General at 

Supreme Committee for 

Delivery & Legacy, Hassan 

Al Thawadi said: “With 13 

months to go, I’m very proud 

to say that we are definitely 

on schedule to hosting the 

fans in the first World Cup 

in the Middle East and the 

Arab world. All infrastructure, 

I think about ninety eight 

percent already completed, 

whether we’re talking 

about transportation or ICT 

or otherwise in terms of 

stadiums by the first quarter 

of next year.” 

“All stadiums will be ready, 

functioning and operational 

as well. We have a very big 

test ahead of us, which is the 

FIFA Arab Cup in November 

and December, and we will 

be testing our operational 

plans and models.”

FIFA 
WORLD CUP
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Two more World Cup 

stadiums — Ras Abu Aboud 

and Al Bayt stadiums — will 

be inaugurated during the 

FIFA Arab Cup, while, Lusail 

Stadium, which will host the 

Qatar 2022 final, is expected 

to be opened early next year. 

Meanwhile, the Local 

Organising Committee of the 

Amir Cup final made flawless 

arrangements during the 

final, which also witnessed a 

capacity crowd in a stadium 

for the first time since the 

COVID-19 pandemic.  

Spectators who have either 

recently recovered from 

coronavirus or have been 

vaccinated were allowed 

to attend the match. Hours 

before the final, thousands of 

fans flocked to the stadium 

to watch the final and LOC 

ensured smooth operations.

The CEO of the FIFA World 

Cup Qatar 2022, Nasser Al 

Khater, said: “I want to tell 

fans that basically Qatar 

is one of the top 20 safe 

countries in the world. It’s the 

number one safe country in 

the Middle East. Fans need 

to be assured that security 

is utmost importance and a 

priority for the state of Qatar 

to make sure that the fans 

have have a safe World Cup. 

So that’s something I want 

to reassure the fans and for 

them to know that Qatar is a 

very safe country.” 

 Xavi, meanwhile, hailed the 

Al Thumama Stadium as one 

of the best venues. “It is an 

amazing, amazing stadium 

with great facilities. We are 

very excited to play the final 

here,” he said.

AL THUMAMA

Fitzgerald Kennedy Bridge over the Barrow River in the N25 

New Ross Bypass, Ireland. World longest extradosed bridge 

with Tensa multi-tubes friction saddle system up to 127 strands.
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Luxurious Lifestyle Introduced 
by The City

QETAIFAN

QETAIFAN ISLAND

“The Island’s major feature, their state-of-the-art Waterpark, 
you can immerse yourself in a world of thrill and adventure” 
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Qetaifan Projects, the master 

developer of Qetaifan Island 

North (QIN), yesterday 

launched the sale of phase 

3 residential villa plots for 

the much-anticipated island 

project, which is expected 

to start its operations 

in November. To date, 

construction for QIN’s phase 

1 projects, which include 

the aqua park, 5-star hotel, 

and other infrastructures 

such as the linear park and 

retail plaza is now 80 percent 

complete, Managing Director 

of Qetaifan Projects Sheikh 

Nasser bin Abdulrahman Al 

Thani has also announced. 

Addressing a press 

conference, Sheikh Nasser 

said the sales launch was 

a response to the huge 

demand for residential real 

estate ownership at QIN. To 

date, phase 1 and phase 2 

villa plots at the island have 

already been sold out, with 

sales previously exceeding 

QR1bn in just 12 months. 

“After a comprehensive and careful study of the real estate 
market we announce the sales launch of the third phase of 
residential villa plots in Qetaifan Island North – a total of 40 villa 
plots, comprising of beach access villas, waterfront, garden 
view, and for the first time villas overlooking Qetaifan Island 
North’s linear canal,” 
 said Sheikh Nasser. 

He added: “We have 

introduced new plots due 

to the remarkable demand 

for ownership on Qetaifan 

Island North and in response 

to the requirements of the 

market, which has been 

witnessing remarkable 

growth lately, especially after 

the implementation of the 

Freehold law for non-Qataris, 

in addition to allowing those 

who have not had the chance 

to own plots in phase 1 and 

2, at competitive prices and 

financing facilities for both 

owners and investors”. 

In addition to the beach 

access, waterfront, and garden 

view villas, a number of plots 

will also be offered for the first 

time to allow owners to build 

villas that enjoy privacy and 

access to a distinctive view of 

Qetaifan Island North’s linear 

canal and the sea. The plot 

areas range from 1,000sqm to 

2,060sqm. 

The waterfront plots areas 

range from 1,020sqm to 

1,250sqm, and the garden 

view plots reach 1,200sqm. 

The design of villas allows the 

owners to construct a ground 

floor in addition to two floors 

including the first floor and a 

penthouse. 

“To guarantee transparency 

and in accordance with 

the principle of equal 

opportunities, we will follow 

the same sales process of 

phase 1 and 2, which 

is bidding on the down 

payment. All those who 

reserved plots in Qetaifan 

Island North will be invited 

to a bidding ceremony 

that will be held at a hotel. 

Reservations will start 

immediately after the 

conference ends,” Sheikh 

Nasser added. 

Currently, construction 

work at Qetaifan Island 

North is under way 24/7, 

with over 7,000 workers 

and seven contractors 

implementing seven 

different project packages. 

“The teams are putting 

all their efforts to present 

this project in a way that 

suits Qatar as the first 

Arab country hosting the 

FIFA World Cup. Everyone 

works sincerely and with 

dedication, believing in the 

importance of this project, 

its promising future, the 

diversity it will add to 

sectors such as tourism 

and hospitality, and how 

it will contribute to the 

future of the entertainment 

industry, which will 

stimulate domestic tourism 

and attract tourists from 

all over the world. And 

one of our most important 

achievements, which we 

are proud of is our 90 

percent reliance on the 

local market,” Sheikh Nasser 

said. 

The large-scale mixed-

use development which 

will also feature hotels, 

recreational facilities, 

beaches, retail, a school and 

a medical center in addition 

to the residential villas, has 

already won a number of 

international real estate 

awards. 

Qetaifan Projects was 

recently awarded the Best 

Mixed-Use Development 

in the world for Qetaifan 

Island North development 

by the International 

Property Awards in the UK, 

where the company was 

selected among 120 real 

estate developers around 

the world. 

“This, in addition to two 

regional awards, which puts 

more responsibility on us 

and opens the way for us to 

develop more sustainable 

projects that will benefit 

the country and align with 

Qatar’s Vision 2030,” said 

Sheikh Nasser.  

Also speaking during the 

event, Chairman and CEO 

of Just Real Estate Nasser 

Hassan Al Ansari said: “The 

sales launch of the third 

and final phase of Qetaifan 

Island North’s residential 

villa plots is a milestone in 

the development of Qatar’s 

future iconic destination, 

as Qetaifan Island North 

QETAIFAN ISLAND
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represents an unparalleled 

opportunity for investors to 

invest in a project of national 

importance and benefit from 

its financial returns. The third 

phase was prepared based 

on what was requested in the 

previous phases.

“This family destination 

will serve as an investment 

magnet offering a great 

mix of entertainment, 

residential, hospitality and 

retail opportunities. Phase 3 

investors will be those looking 

for a distinguished lifestyle,” he 

added.  

Head of Business Development 

at Qetaifan Projects Sheikh 

Nasser bin Abdulaziz Al Thani 

(pictured) also announced 

during the event that 

distribution of the sales & 

purchase agreements for phase 

1 and 2 plot owners will start 

from March 20. 

Other officials who also 

attended the press conference 

were Qetaifan Projects’ Chief 

Operating Officer Hesham 

Sharaf and Chief Legal Officer 

Jean Antonios, Nasser Al 

Mawlawi, Mohamed El Emadi, 

Group Chief Business Officer at 

Masraf Al Rayyan, and Ahmad 

Al Boainin, Erfan Sherif, and 

Amena Tena from Katara 

Hospitality.

Qatar’s future iconic 

entertainment destination 

Qetaifan Island North (QIN) will 

soon have a fan zone, which is 

expected to host up to 15,000 

fans attending the upcoming 

FIFA World Cup. 

Eng Mustafa Al Cherkawi, 

Construction Engineer at 

Qetaifan Projects, which is 

the master developer of QIN, 

said the fan zone area being 

developed for the World Cup 

will have about 4,000 different 

types of tents, including VIP 

tents, in addition to various F&B 

sections and entertainment 

areas. 

The fan zone, which is 2.5km 

far from the Lusail Stadium, will 

also include a Mexican Village 

next to the island’s beach club. 

“The company which will 

operate the Mexican Village is 

also the same company which 

has operated the Mexican 

Village during the World Cup 

games in South Africa and 

Russia. Also, there will be 

shuttle buses on the island 

which will transport the fans to 

the different stadiums across 

Qatar,” said Al Cherkawi. 

He added that aside from the 

fan zone, fans can also explore 

the various other attractions at 

Qetaifan Island North, including 

the water park, retail plaza, 

linear canal, and beach club.  

“The 1.2km long linear canal 

will have three water taxis 

connecting the island to 

different parts of Doha. There 

will also be live entertainment, 

in addition to various F&B 

outlets, outdoor gym, and 

many more attractions. The 

promenade, which will also be 

accessible to the public, is also 

part of the fan zone area,” he 

added. 

Work is also in full swing on the 

island’s water park, including 

the 85-metre-high Icon Tower, 

which is vying for two Guinness 

World Records for the tallest 

water slide in the world and 

the single slide with the 

biggest number of rides. 

“The Icon Tower features 12 

rides in 6 levels, two hanging 

pools on the second and fourth 

floors. The ride takes around 

40 seconds from the top to the 

bottom. Also, those who are 

brave to reach the top viewing 

deck can enjoy a view of Doha’s 

skyline,” Al Cherkawi said. 

He added: “What’s unique 

about this water park, you 

can pay a certain amount of 

money, and enjoy all the rides 

and spend the rest of the day 

on the beach”.

He said discussions are still on-

going on the actual ticket price 

for the water park, but the 

amount could be within the 

range of around QR200. 

Around 7,000 workers are 

currently working 24/7 at QIN, 

which has reached around 32 

million manworking hours, 

said Al Cherkawi. Around 80 

percent of the construction 

has already been completed at 

Qetaifan Island North (phase 

1).

QETAIFAN ISLAND



“The beauty of a project like the Qiddiya project is that you 
don’t have to spend too much time to explain to people 
what they are here for — they know,” 

       Phillipe Gas, CEO of the Qiddiya project.”

A shared vision for Qiddiya, 
a future global entertainment hub

FEATURE TITLE
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QIDDIYA

QIDDIYA
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One of the key advantages 

that the team behind Saudi 

Arabia’s ambitious drive 

to create a global hub of 

entertainment is the shared 

vision for the project held by 

all those involved, the head 

of the Qiddiya development 

has said.

“The beauty of a project like 

the Qiddiya project is that 

you don’t have to spend too 

much time to explain to 

people what they are here 

for — they know,” Phillipe Gas, 

CEO of the Qiddiya project.

“They come to the site, 

they see this beautiful cliff, 

and they know what it will 

take. So, there’s a pride in 

everybody that you don’t 

have to force yourself to 

explain — they have it. That’s 

a strength we have,” Gas 

explained.

Qiddiya is one of the biggest 

investments in the future of 

entertainment in the Middle 

East. Aimed at becoming 

a regional and global hub 

of entertainment, culture, 

and sport, Qiddiya, Gas said, 

promises to be a place like 

no other.

“The ambition for Qiddiya, is 

to become the world capital 

of entertainment, sports and 

the arts.”

The city — which will cover 

over 300 square kilometres of 

land — will host a Formula 1 

racing track, a Six Flags theme 

park, a water park, sports 

facilities such as football 

stadiums and development 

infrastructure for young Saudi 

athletes, and an extensive 

range of cultural, creative, and 

artistic activities.

But for Gas, who has spent 

most of his career at the helm 

of the company behind the 

iconic Disneyland Paris theme 

park, Qiddiya’s alignment with 

Saudi Arabia’s Vision 2030 was 

what drew him to it in the first 

place — he wanted to be part 

of the Kingdom’s story.

“The main reason 
to wrk on 
Qiddiya has 
been actually 
how connected 
the project is 
to Vision 2030 
and the overall 
transformation 
of the Kingdom 
of Saudi 
Arabia,”

Spearheaded by Crown 

Prince Mohammad bin 

Salman, Saudi Vision 2030 

is an ambitious national 

strategy to ensure that 

the Kingdom is a vibrant, 

progressive society, with a 

thriving economy, by the end 

of the decade.

Qiddiya, with its promise 

of an unparalleled touristic 

experience, is one of several 

“giga-projects” that constitute 

a core part of the Kingdom’s 

economic transition away 

from its current emphasis 

on oil.“You don’t have that 

many opportunities in your 

life, in your professional life, 

to influence such an amazing 

project. This is what was 

most appealing to me,” Gas 

said.

QIDDIYAQIDDIYA

ENTERTAINMENT
HUB 



world’s tallest and fastest 

rollercoaster in what 

will be the Kingdom’s 

entertainment city.

The Qiddiya Investment 

Co. penned an 

agreement in December 

with Saudi Arabia’s 

Almabani General 

Contractors and France’s 

Bouygues Batiment 

International to build 

the Six Flags Qiddiya 

theme park.

The 32 hectare-site will 

include 28 rides and 

attractions across six 

different themed areas.

The 4km Falcon’s Flight 

rollercoaster ride will 

be the centrepiece of 

the park and will touch 

speeds of 250km an 

hour and includes a dive 

of 160 meters.

But the rollercoaster is 

just a small part of the 

Qiddiya giga-project 

that will include arts 

centres, festival grounds, 

a sports stadium, shops 

and restaurants, housing 

developments, a motor 

racing circuit and a golf 

course designed by 18-

time major winner Jack 

Nicklaus.

The development was 

announced by Crown 

He said that the importance 

of entertainment, and 

the human connection it 

facilitates, is increasingly 

being understood and 

emphasized globally, and 

therefore Qiddiya is such 

an important part of Vision 

2030.

“Entertainment is something 

that has grown in terms of 

importance everywhere. We 

have this growing realisation 

in the world that time passes 

very fast, and people need 

to enjoy time together, and 

do things together — not just 

work, go to bed and go back 

to work.”

He continued: “We have seen 

the importance around the 

world of preserving time with 

friends, as a family and as 

couples — to get to know each 

other better, to connect with 

one another.

“This is why 
entertainment 
as a sector 
is growing in 
importance, and 
you see this, 
actually, with 
Vision 2030 in 
Saudi Arabia.”

The strategy, he said, 

emphasizes “the wellness of 

the people, bringing more 

happiness into the lives of 

families, and to do this you 

need to share time together 

and enjoy the moments you 

have.”

Technology, and its capacity 

to create immersive 

experiences, will be a core 

tool used to create these 

shared moments between 

visitors to Qiddiya.

“People want less and less to 

be a spectator of an activity; 

they want to be part of it. 

This is where technology 

TIME TOGETHER
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comes into the picture,” Gas said. 

“Augmented reality, virtual reality, and a lot of the effects we 

can play with and use, will draw people into the experience, 

they will become an actor in the experience. People want to 

live the experiences.”

This revolution in entertainment, Gas continued, is what makes 

the Qiddiya project so exciting not just for the people of Saudi 

Arabia, but the world.

“Qiddiya is absolutely unique. I have 
been working in the entertainment 
industry for many years now, and I 
have never seen such a proposition, 
that is integrating elements such 
as entertainment, sports, arts, 
performance, but also creativity.”

Qiddiya, he added, “is something that has not been proposed 

— ever — and this is what makes this place so unique.”

Construction has already begun on Qiddiya, which is located 

just 40 minutes from Riyadh, and the site will first open for 

activities in 2023.

Qiddiya ended the year on a high after it signed a SR3.75 

billion ($1 billion) contract to build a theme park housing the 

QIDDIYA
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, whether natural 
or man-made, 
work together,” 
she

Riyadh Metro project 

represents a public transit 

system of 6 main lines 

covering 176 KM and 85 

highly equipped stations with 

cutting-edge technology, 

which will offer you an 

outstanding experience 

during your trip around the 

city.

These 6 lines cover most of 

the highly populated districts, 

government’s facilities, 

educational and commercials 

outlets. It relates to King 

Khaled International Airport 

and King Abdullah Financial 

District, in addition to big 

universities, the city centre 

and centre of Public Transit.

Riyadh metro presents you 

with a unified design for 

metro cars integrated by 

the latest technology, giving 

the metro a unique feature 

distinguished by shape & 

design. It comes to you with 

a driverless operating system 

and Central Control Rooms.

Metro cars have state-of-

the-art specifications and 

are divided internally to 

serve different categories of 

passengers (Singles – Families 

and VIPs), they also have 

passengers’ information 

systems.

Saudi Arabia plans to more 

than triple the size of its rail 

network with 8,000 kilometres 

of new track, the country’s 

investment minister said.

“New rail will criss-cross the 

Kingdom and add to the 

network we already have,” 

Khalid Al-Falih told the Future 

Minerals Forum in Riyadh.

There are currently about 

3,650 km of track on the 

Saudi rail network, on three 

lines.

The 2,750 km North-South 

line runs from Riyadh to the 

border with Jordan and has 

feeder lines to mineral mining 

operations in the north of the 

Kingdom.

The Riyadh-Dammam 

stretches 450 km from the 

capital to the east coast, and 

the new 450 km Haramain 

high-speed line connects the 

holy cities of Makkah and 

Madinah via King Abdulaziz 

International Airport in 

Jeddah and King Abdullah 

Economic City to the north.

Al-Falih also said his ministry 

was working on a new 

investment law that would 

address the needs of both 

domestic and international 

investors.

The law would be enacted 

this year, “hopefully soon,” Al-

Falih said, and would add to 

other regulatory and judicial 

reforms introduced by the 

Kingdom.

Saudi Arabia said last year it 

would give foreign companies 

until the end of 2023 to 

set up headquarters in the 

Kingdom or risk losing out 

on government contracts. In 

October it said it had licensed 

44 international companies to 

set up regional headquarters 

in Riyadh.

The Future Minerals 

Forum is a special event 

bringing together ministers, 

organizations, and mining 

leaders from more than 30 

countries.

Hosted by the Saudi 

Ministry of Industry and 

Mineral Resources is aimed 

at highlighting the role 

of mining in Saudi Vision 

2030, after the government 

identified it as the third pillar 

of the Kingdom’s economy.

Energy Minister Prince 

Abdulaziz bin Salman told 

the forum that the transition 

away from fossil fuels to clean 

power was complicated, 

and the world needed to be 

flexible to avoid sacrificing 

energy security.

Energy transition needed to 

be thought through carefully, 

Prince Abdulaziz said. “It 

may end up being a leap into 
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With 30 years of experience 

in the entertainment market, 

designing and building 

immersive (award-winning) 

experiences and attractions 

worldwide, Jora Vision is 

certainly a well established name 

in the industry. With a strong 

focus on Europe, Latin America 

and Asia, Jora Vision is now 

aiming its creative force on the 

Middle East. So why now?

“The entertainment market in 

the Middle East underwent a 

massive growth spurt” explains 

Jan Maarten de Raad, CEO at 

Jora Vision. “After a growth 

spurt, the market grows in 

maturity. Visitors develop higher 

expectations and therefore the 

standards for visitor experiences 

need to evolve as well. This is 

particularly relevant for so-called 

cultural experiences, experiences 

that need to follow historical 

and/or scientific accurate 

guidelines. This is where the 

Middle East, and specifically 

Saudi Arabia, offers many new 

exciting opportunities to tell 

unique and meaningful cultural 

stories.”

Jan Maarten de Raad, continues: 

“We are excited to be involved 

in several new developments 

in Saudi Arabia to harness our 

unique design approach, project 

management and manufacturing 

to bring these stories to life 

in ways that go beyond the 

traditional standards of visitor 

experiences. We believe our 

Prince Mohammed bin 

Salman in 2017 in a bid to 

make Qiddiya one of the top 

tourist destinations in the 

world.

The move is in line with the 

Crown Prince’s Vision 2030 

plan to reduce the Kingdom’s 

reliance on oil and boost 

investment.

The site is also in step with 

the government’s moves to 

boost revenue from tourism 

from its current 3 percent to 

10 percent of gross domestic 

product by the end of the 

decade.

The Qiddiya project is located 

south-west of Riyadh on a 

site that covers 367 sq. km 

and is 45km from the capital 

city Riyadh. The new city will 

be an hour’s drive from King 

Khaled International Airport.

The area hopes to attract 17 

million visitors a year by 2030 

and is expected to contribute 

up to SR17 billion to the 

country’s gross domestic 

product by 2030, providing 

25,000 jobs. 

The project, in its early 

development stage, currently 

employs around 500 workers, 

60 percent of whom are 

Saudis.

The Qiddiya Investment 

Co., which is wholly owned 

by sovereign wealth body 

the Public Investment 

Fund of the Kingdom, has 

said the site plans to host 

international and local 

holidaymakers.

It said that Qiddiya will 

help “redirect tourism 

spending into the Kingdom, 

by providing distinct 

entertainment options for 

residents, which are currently 

unavailable to explore and 

experience without the need 

to travel to other countries 

and incur extra expenses 

abroad.”

QIC also plans to appeal to 

locals or expats looking for 

second homes. It expects to 

build 4,000 houses by 2025, 

and 11,000 by 2030. 

With art centres, golf courses 

and racing circuits to build 

— it looks like Qiddiya’s 

rollercoaster riding is only 

just beginning.

QIDDIYA
INVESTMENT

YOU ARE NOT JUST DESIGNING MEDIA CONTENT FOR YOUR ATTRACTION.
YOU’RE PLANNING A DREAM EXPERIENCE.

Make sure it comes true.

How can you be sure that the CGI content 
you need will meet your expectations in 
terms of quality, costs, and lead time?

You can with the CGI Magic Chain, our 
standardized production process: it will show 
you exactly how we will work and what you 
can expect, before you commit to the 
agreement.

Send the request for proposal of 
your media content project at
rfp@redraion.com
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There’s a company, in Italy, 

that started from scratch in 

2014 and, since then, has built 

an impressive track record of 

collaborations with some of the 

greatest operators in the field of 

entertainment, making its way 

through its huge competitors. 

How huge? Well, one of them is 

none other than Hollywood!

We’re talking about Red Raion, 

the CGI studio specialized in 

media-based attractions. 

Today, their Business 

Development Director, 

Valeria Rizzo, who’s been in 

the company since the very 

beginning, will tell us something 

more about how they got where 

they are and what heights they 

are planning to reach next.

Valeria, Red Raion exclusively 

works with digital content: why 

is that?

Because CGI gives you the power 

to do far more than what is 

possible in real life. 

The thing theme park goers 

search for is an extraordinary 

experience, something that 

cannot be replicated in real life: 

they want to dive into the story, 

be its protagonists.

With CGI you can create out-

of-this-world adventures: the 

only limit for CGI content is 

imagination, and its unlimited 

possibilities pushed us to dive 

into it and make it our job, which 

basically consists in creating 

incredible realities that wouldn’t 

be possible without CGI.

That’s how Red Raion was born 

and found its identity: the CGI 

studio specialized in media-

based attractions!

What makes Red Raion 

different from a non-specialized 

company?

Our brand positioning contains 

the very reason why the 

company exists.

You see, there are several kinds 

of companies who produce 

digital content for media-

based attractions along with 

other 3D generic work, such 

as commercials, domestic 

cartoons, TV series. When 

we talk of custom content 

in the attractions industry, 

these include generic and/or 

local media companies, and 

Hollywood studios.

Do you think that creating 

immersive content designed for 

a specific hardware equipment 

is the same thing as producing 

a commercial or a TV cartoon? I 

can guarantee it’s not.

Also, operators are often 

encouraged to ask local generic 

media companies to produce 

their CGI content just because 

they’re physically closer and they 

think this can somehow help 

them: well, based on our clients’ 

experience, this is definitely not 

true.

So around eight years ago, 

when we moved our first steps 

in the industry, we studied 

and analyzed basically every 

company that produced digital 

content for media-based 

attractions, and we soon realized 

that all of them, from the most 

popular Hollywood studios to 

the generic companies that 

no one knew, had one thing 

in common: none of them 

were making content that was 

exclusively for media-based 

attractions!

And when we started building 

connections with potential 

clients, we realized that the lack 

of specialization actually caused 

real disadvantages for them. 

Based on what our clients told 

us, every time they had dealt 

with all types of non-specialized 

companies, they had faced 

setbacks such as delays, extra 

costs, and content that wasn’t at 

all like they expected in terms of 

quality.

So we listened to them, and 

that’s when we understood that 

if we wanted to have a chance 

to build a brand from scratch, 

we wouldn’t only need a skilled 

team (that’s the minimum 

requirement!): we would need to 

exclusively focus on media-based 

attractions, build a specialized 

team, and always be there for our 

clients, prepared to answer all 

their questions and anticipate all 

their doubts.

After years in the field and 

listening to our clients’ needs, we 

have developed our standardized 

production process, which we 

call the CGI Magic Chain: we’ve 

designed and improved it thanks 

to our experience in the creation 

of CGI content specifically 

designed for media-based 

attractions, and it’s our biggest 

weapon to never miss a deadline 

or go over budget.

Even during the worst 

moments of the pandemics, our 

standardized production process 

helped a lot because no matter 

where we were, our team always 

knew what to do, one step after 

another, and we managed to 

never miss one beat even when 

it felt like the world was going to 

end soon.

Also, our clients don’t have 

to deal with middlemen or 

distributors: we take care of all 

QIDDIYA

the aspects of content creation 

in-house, from pre-production 

to post-production up to on-site 

installation.

This is what we have been doing 

for the last 8 years: specializing, 

studying, listening to our clients, 

being there for them, and it’s 

what allowed Red Raion to be 

where we are today.

It’s a bold choice to choose a 

field where one of your main 

competitors is Hollywood. How 

are you planning to emerge 

among those studios?

You see, there’s this common 

belief that Hollywood can do 

anything. Which is technically 

true, in general. Hollywood 

studios are the best at creating 

top feature films!

But the feature film industry is 

completely different from the 

attractions industry.

Hollywood studios work with 

dozens of different productions 

every year: they have to follow 

many pipelines, working on 

feature films, commercials, TV 

shows, animated movies, all 

together! 

Therefore, their production times 

for projects like CGI content for 

media-based attractions are 

super long because they won’t 

be able to focus on that one 

project, and this causes terrible 

delays and prices that rise like 

dough.

So, the matter isn’t whether 

they are able to do it or not, 

but whether it makes sense to 

ask Hollywood to produce the 

custom CGI content for your 

media-based attractions instead 

of a specialized company that 

will exclusively focus on this kind 

of project, maintaining the same 

high-level results, and who will 

make it smoothly, on time, and 

on budget at a reasonable price 

for this industry.

What are Red Raion ’s future 

goals?

Our main goal - besides 

improving our processes and 

technologies more and more 

- is to expand even more on a 

global level, so in a sense, our 

future has already started: we 

already work worldwide - we 

collaborate with all the highest-

level hardware manufacturers 

in the world, such as Triotech, 

Kraftwerk, Simworx, Brogent, 

Simex Iwerks - and we’re 

building our track record with 

highly valuable international 

projects.

We have produced custom 

CGI content for Leolandia, the 

number 1 theme park for kids 

in Italy; Vinpearl Land, one of 

the newest and biggest theme 

parks in Asia (for which we 

partnered with theme park 

designer Jora Vision); the Mall 

of Muscat, an indoor snow park 

in Oman; Cinecittà World, the 

Italian park celebrating the 

history of cinema and television, 

and several others.

We’re currently working on 

many exciting new custom 

projects - a custom flying 

theater movie commissioned 

by SimEx Iwerks, a dark ride 

in Vietnam, a VR attraction 

for the American aquarium 

Loveland Living Planet that will 

combine CGI with real footage, 

a CGI dining experience on a 

cruise ship in partnership with 

Leisure Expert Group, and a 

few more to come - which we 

will announce in the next few 

months.

Another step forward the 

company’s worldwide expansion 

has been the addition of 

Content Experts in our roster of 

professionals: as every regional 

market has its own distinctive 

features, we specifically trained 

these professional figures to 

support our clients in choosing 

the perfect CGI content for 

media-based attractions they 

already have or for projects in 

the pipeline, and each of them 

focuses on the area they know 

best. 

Our Content Expert in the Middle 

East area is Prakash Vivekanand, 

a real top-level entertainment 

professional: he’s worked in the 

field for almost 30 years and 

knows basically every operator 

in the industry - he supports 

Red Raion acting as a powerful 

business connection between us 

and the Middle East area, and as 

the strongest cultural mediator 

we could ever wish for.

Where will Middle Eastern 

operators be able to meet Red 

Raion in the near future?

We will definitely take part in 

the main events in the area - 

the DEAL Expo in Dubai at the 

end of March, and the Saudi 

Entertainment and Amusement 

Expo with our own stand, 

where we’ll be ready to talk 

to all the forward-thinking 

operators who are eager to find 

the best CGI content for their 

media-based attractions, and 

ready to entertain their venues’ 

guests with stunning digital 

experiences!

But any operator who wants to 

start looking at opportunities to 

improve their venues with digital 

attractions can already set a 

meeting with me by sending an 

email at v.rizzo@redraion.com!
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Two Brand New, World First, 
Record-Breaking Rides & Region’s

DUBAI PARKS & RESORTS

“Dubai continues to be a leader in the travel and tourism 
sector, with a reputation for delivering pioneering projects 
and landmarks.”

DUBAI
 PARKS & RESORTS
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Dubai Parks & 
Resorts: Two Brand 
New, World First, 
Record-Breaking 
Rides & Region’s

Dubai Parks and Resorts 

have built three excellent 

theme parks- a valuable way 

for Dubai to attract more 

tourists. 

All kinds of visitors can enjoy 

something at Dubaiparks. 

It has become the Middle 

East’s largest multi-themed 

leisure and entertainment 

destination. There are three 

separate theme parks 

under the company name: 

motiongate™ Dubai, which 

is inspired by Hollywood 

movie concepts; LEGOLAND® 

Dubai, the first LEGOLAND 

theme park in the Middle 

East; and Bollywood Parks™ 

Dubai, which showcases 

the authentic and vibrant 

Bollywood movie experience.

The Marriott Group have 

also been involved with the 

project, as they have provided 

the LapitaTM Hotel. The 

LapitaTM Hotel is a four-star 

themed hotel, and it has been 

developed in partnership with 

Riverland™ Dubai.  The hotel 

is situated amongst 220,000 

square feet of complementary 

retail outlets and a dining 

and entertainment district. 

The complex gives access to 

the three theme parks and 

the hotel: it is the common 

ground that connects them.

The original plans for the 

parks were announced in 

November 2012. Originally, 

there was going to be five 

linked theme parks on the 

site. By 2014, this idea turned 

to three larger parks. The 

board of directors approved 

plans to increase the 

company’s share capital to 

fund the project.

The project was a sizeable 

financial investment costing 

AED 10.5 billion. However, the 

build has been strategically 

located to attract visitors 

from both Dubai and Abu 

Dhabi, so Dubaiparks should 

regain the value of their 

investment, and watch as it 

appreciates in value over the 

coming years.

2017 was the first full year 

of operation. There were 

2.3 million ticketed visits 

over the course of this year, 

and this is set to increase 

in 2018. Mohamed Almulla, 

CEO and Managing Director 

of the partnering DXB 

Entertainments, notes that 

the fourth quarter of 2017 

delivered the resort’s highest 

visitation to date. This, 

he says, is “a clear sign of 

progress against our strategic 

plan and a reflection of the 

new pricing and marketing 

strategy implemented in 

September last year. Our 

key visitation periods will 

continue to be the cooler 

DUBAI PARKS & RESORTS

FUN HOUSES DARK RIDESSWING RIDES BUMPER-CARS FLAT RIDES

VENETIAN CAROUSELS

Sernaglia  (TV) - ITALY

Tel +39.0438.966291 

bertazzon@bertazzon.com

www.bertazzon.com

Amusement Rides 

Made in Italy since 1952
The Carousel Company
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months of the first and 

fourth quarters of each year 

and therefore we remain 

optimistic that the positive 

trends in final months of 2017 

will continue into the first 

quarter of 2018.”

According to Mr Almulla, the 

entertainment teams working 

with Dubaiparks restructured 

their management for the 

new year. He said:

“The company 
restructuring and 
transition from 
project delivery 
to an operational, 
consumer-centric 
company is now 
substantially 
complete and as 
we move forward 
into 2018 further 
operational 
synergies and the 
continued delivery 
of a destination 
wide, world-
class consumer 
experience remain 
our key priorities.”

This puts Dubaiparks, and 

the organisations providing 

entertainment within it, in a 

position of readiness.

Now the resorts have been 

developed, visitors are 

welcome. The parks have 

spread across 25 million 

square feet of land situated 

on Sheikh Zayed Road close 

to the Palm Jebel Ali between 

Dubai and Abu Dhabi. Meraas 

and Six Flags Entertainment 

struck a deal to create the 

project at this location. They 

have ensured that there is 

plenty of room on the site for 

future expansion. This might 

be useful, considering that Six 

Flags parks focus on building 

big, beautiful roller coasters. 

Until now, there has been a 

definite gap for rides of this 

kind under the current Dubai 

Parks line-up.

Having a theme park in Dubai 

is more than viable, given that 

78 million passengers passed 

through Dubai International 

Airport last year. This indicates 

Dubai’s aptitude to host large 

entertainment businesses. 

However, the matter is not 

exclusively about theme parks, 

action-packed theme parks – Motiongate Dubai, Legoland 

Dubai and Bollywood Parks Dubai. It also has one splash-tastic 

water park, Legoland Water Park, as well as amazing hotels 

and dining experiences.

Following the expansion, Motiongate Dubai will become home 

to the world’s first rollercoaster inspired by Lionsgate’s global 

hit action John Wick franchise and the world’s fastest single-

car spinning rollercoaster inspired by the popular twists and 

turns of heist thriller franchise Now You See Me, both in the 

Lionsgate Zone.

Thrill-seekers and fans of Lionsgate’s major motion picture 

franchises John Wick and Now You See Me, will be able to 

experience the two record-breaking new rides later in January.

The launch of these two, world first rollercoasters earn 

Motiongate Dubai the impressive record for the most 

rollercoasters in a single theme park in the Middle East, said 

the statement from Dubai Holding Entertainment, one of the 

largest diversified entertainment groups in the region.

but about Dubai’s tourism 

strategy in general: there 

is an overarching plan to 

diversify the economy away 

from oil revenues. This sort 

of development is key to 

encouraging more families to 

come and see, spend, and do 

in Dubai.

Dubai Parks and Resorts 

announced the opening of its 

Hollywood-inspired theme 

park, Motiongate, on January 

21.

The Middle East’s largest 

integrated theme park 

destination, Dubai Parks 

and Resorts comprises three 

FAMILY 
FRIENDLY 

DUBAI PARKS & RESORTS
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Dubai Parks and Resorts will 

also become home to the 

reg

ion’s only Legoland Hotel, 

offering families an all-

encompassing Lego 

adventure, including a 

Legoland Theme Park, water 

Kraftwerk Living Technologies is one of the leading companies 

in the field of integrated media technology solutions and 

media-based attractions, headquartered in Wels (AT) and with 

global offices in Dubai, Shanghai, Moscow & Johannesburg. 

By combining and synchronizing high-quality technologies, 

we realize individually tailored, state-of-the-art concepts and 

solutions for various applications – from immersive multimedia 

attractions for theme parks to media systems for museums & 

brand lands and much more. The possibilities of audio-visual 

system integration are almost unlimited! 

Park and a 250-room Hotel 

offering fully themed rooms 

that can accommodate a 

family of five.

Dubai Holding 

Entertainment CEO 

Fernando Eiroa said the 

opening of the world’s first 

John Wick rollercoaster, 

the world’s fastest spinning 

rollercoaster and the 

region’s only Lego-themed 

hotel are an example of the 

breadth and diversity of 

entertainment experiences 

in Dubai.

“With more than 100 thrilling family friendly rides, record-
breaking attractions and roller coasters, memorable character 
meet and greets and captivating shows and live entertainment, 
Dubai Parks and Resorts offers an unforgettable experience for 
all ages and is where the world comes to play”, 
he stated.

“We are confident that these new offerings will contribute to further enhancing Dubai’s 

competitiveness as one of the leading international tourism destinations in the world,” he 

added.

Contact Name: Stuart Taylor 

Company Name: Kraft Werk Living Technologies LLC 

Company Telephone number: +971 (04) 591 1465

Main email address: klt.middleeast@kraftwerk.ae

Web Address: www.kraftwerk.ae

Company address: 709, Concord Tower, Media City, King Salman Bin Adulaziz Al Saud St, Al 

Sufough Road, Dubai. United Arab Emirates. 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/KraftwerkLT 

LinkedIn: https://at.linkedin.com/company/kraftwerk-living-technologies-gmbh 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/kraftwerk_lt 

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/kraftwerklt/ 

Contact Name: Evan Hall

Company Name: Forward Thinking Designs

Company Telephone number: +1 407-850-8093 or 1-800-4840-FTD

Main email address: info@forwardthinkingdesigns.com

Sales contact Name: Andrew Davis

Sales Email address: Sales@forwardthinkingdesigns.com

Web Address: https://www.forwardthinkingdesigns.com/

Company address: 2910 Maguire Road, Suite 2008, Ocoee, FL 34761

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/forwardthinkingdesigns

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/forward_thinking_designs/

Twitter: https://twitter.com/FTDesigns_

Forward Thinking Designs is your award-winning design 

firm for audio, video, lighting, and show control systems. 

We specialize in themed entertainment venues and 

have proudly worked on theme parks around the globe. 

We have designed systems for the largest and most 

technologically advanced cruise ships in existence as well 

as museums, stadiums and corporate boardrooms that 

demand best-in-class results.

DUBAI PARKS & RESORTS
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Middle East’s Most Walkable, 
Pedestrianized Cities Upon Completion

DIRIYAH

DIRIYAH GATE DEVELOPMENT

“Set to become Saudi Arabia’s foremost historical, cultural 
and lifestyle destination. Chosen by the Arab League 
Educational, Cultural and Scientific Organization as the 
Capital of Arab Culture for 2030.”
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What is Diriyah Gate in Riyadh?

Imagine Sim City but in real life and with blockbuster 

budgets. Diriyah Gate in Riyadh is an ambitious $20 billion 

heritage and tourism project, spearheaded by Diriyah Gate 

Development Authority. The development will be home 

to 100,000 people and aims to attract 25 million visitors 

annually.

With museums, retail, restaurants, and hotels, it will be a 

world-class hub for education, recreation, culture, retail, and 

hospitality.

As part of Saudi Arabia’s giga-projects and in line with 

Saudi Vision 2030, laid out by the Council of Economic 

and Development Affairs and Crown Prince Mohammed 

Bin Salman, it aims to both diversify and stimulate the 

economy. With a dual commitment to preserving the past 

and embracing modernity, the project will see the culturally 

and commercially historic area of Ad Diriyah (recognised as 

the birthplace of the modern 

Saudi states) restored to 

a living heritage site and 

reimagined as a modern city. 

This includes the preservation 

and restoration of UNESCO 

World Heritage Site At-Turaif, 

which sits at the core of the 

development of Diriyah Gate 

in Riyadh.

Where is Diriyah Gate in 

Riyadh?

Located on the outskirts of 

Riyadh, Diriyah is around a 

15-minute drive from the 

city centre, making it highly 

accessibly for residents and 

tourists. While plans have 

been in the pipeline for 

several years, construction on 

Diriyah Gate officially began 

in 2021, with renowned 

tourism and hospitality 

visionary Jerry Inzerillo, CEO of Diriyah Gate Development 

Authority, leading the drive to revolutionise the 7.1 million 

square foot space.

“When people start putting the pictures 
up of every place they’ve been, 
people will say – ‘where is that?’ 
People collect pictures of themselves 
in front of great icons of the world – the 
Acropolis, Eiffel Tower and now they 
need a picture in front of Diriyah,” 

says Inzerillo.

Why is Diriyah Gate so important?

In short, because the project will put Riyadh well and truly 

on the global tourism map. Given how new international 

tourism is to the Kingdom – tourism visas were only created 

in September 2019 – Diriyah Gate is an opportunity to change 

perceptions around Saudi Arabia and establish Riyadh as a 

desirable, contemporary, and culturally rich destination. Project 

leaders estimate that Diriyah Gate in Riyadh will be a major 

economic boost and growth 

in population size for the 

city.

Much emphasis has 

also been placed on the 

benefits that the project 

will bring to residents. As 

well as attracting regional 

and international visitors, 

this is also intended as 

a destination for locals, 

both those that already 

live in Diriyah and those 

that migrate to the 

area. Amenities include 

universities, community 

centres, mosques, and 

housing. While Inzerillo has 

indicated that the project 

will generate some 55,000 

job opportunities, with a 

particular focus on female 

employment.

Meet the $20 billion development that’s 
set to become one of Saudi’s biggest 
tourist attractions

HERITAGE
REIMAGINED
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What will I be able to do at 

Diriyah Gate?

A rather unique experience 

awaits, thanks to a fusion of 

history and modernity, the 

traditional and the cutting 

edge. The vast indoor-outdoor 

space will be sustainable, 

accessible, pedestrian-friendly 

and provide opportunities 

for shopping, dining, 

working, living, learning, and 

exploring. With numerous 

shopping areas, over a 

hundred restaurants and 

cafes – from local spots to 

high-end globally recognised 

fine-dining brands – and a 

commitment to premium 

five-star hotel offerings, 

Diriyah Gate in Riyadh will be 

a luxury destination through 

and through but will also 

remain true to the area’s 

historical roots.

This supplementing of 

contemporary glamour with 

heritage and culture will be 

felt across Diriyah. Art centres 

will champion modern Saudi 

art and emerging artists, and 

there will be several museums 

(including the House of Al 

Saud, expected to be the 

largest Islamic Museum in the 

world), as well as universities, 

cultural centres, and 

performance spaces.

Another major draw is the 

three-kilometre outdoor 

walkway, which allows visitors 

to take in views of the historic 

Wadi Hanifah. Visitors will 

be able to stroll through the 

restored ruins of At-Turaif, 

which sits at the heart of the 

development and hasn’t been 

open to the public since the 

area was declared a UNESCO 

World Heritage Site in 2010. A 

15,000-seat area suggests that 

large scale public events are 

very much part of the plan, 

and an eco-friendly Formula-E 

electric racetrack is another 

major highlight.

Hopes are very much pinned 

on Diriyah Gate becoming 

known as a premium tourism 

hotspot with international, 

multi-generational appeal.

When will Diriyah Gate open 

to the public?

Diriyah won’t be built in a 

day. Given the scale of the 

operation, it’s no surprise 

that the project will launch 

in carefully staggered phases. 

Inzerillo has stressed that 

despite the unavoidable 

consequences of a global 

pandemic, delivery of the first 

phase is underway and will be 

completed on schedule.

The first phase will see a 

revamped and uplifted Al-

Bujairi District open to the 

public in the first quarter 

of 2022. This will include 

a destination dining hub 

boasting 19 restaurants, 

several parks and gardens and 

the 144-room luxury Samhan 

Heritage Hotel, which has 

been built in the traditional 

Najdi-style. The area will 

also benefit from enhanced 

overall infrastructure and 

general beautification and 

landscaping.

In addition, this initial stage 

also includes restoration 

of the area around Wadi 

Hanifah, plus the creation 

of walking trails and picnic 

areas.

Elsewhere, the construction 

of nine museums is currently 

underway and vast and 

complex infrastructure work 

on roads, utilities and metro 

stations continues at pace 

across the development. 

Following phase one, it’s 

expected that new assets and 

openings will continue to 

launch annually until project 

completion in 2030.

DIRIYAH GATE DEVELOPMENT
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Delivering on its Commitment 
to Sustainability

SOHAR

SOHAR PORT & FREEZONE

“Developing strategic programmes to improve health 
and education, create jobs, reduce inequality and spur 
economic growth.”
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SOHAR Port and Freezone is 

a deep-sea Port and Freezone 

in the Sultanate of Oman, 

managed by SOHAR Industrial 

Port Company (SIPC), a 50:50 

joint venture between the 

Port of Rotterdam and the 

Sultanate of Oman. 

Situated midway between 

Dubai and Muscat, SOHAR 

saw its first vessel berth 

in 2004 and the adjacent 

Freezone was added in 2010. 

2018 saw over 3,434 vessels 

call in SOHAR and the port 

now handles more than 

one million metric tons of 

sea cargo each week. With 

multinational investments 

to-date of over US26$ billion, 

it is one of the world’s 

fastest-growing port and 

free zone developments and 

lies at the centre of global 

trade routes between Asia 

and Europe. The port was 

originally built around three 

industrial clusters for metals, 

petrochemicals, and logistics. 

Recently a fourth cluster was 

added with the launch of 

SOHAR Food Zone. The Food 

Zone offers the region’s first 

dedicated agro bulk terminal 

with integrated facilities 

for food manufacturing, 

packaging, and food logistics.

SOHAR provides unequalled 

access to the fast-diversifying 

economies of the Gulf States 

while avoiding the additional 

costs of passing through the 

congested Strait of Hormuz. 

The existing road network 

and airport and the future 

rail system provide direct 

connectivity to all GCC 

countries. Equipped with 

deep-water jetties capable 

of handling the world’s 

largest ships, SOHAR has 

leading global partners that 

operate its container, dry 

bulk, liquid, gas, and general 

cargo terminals, including 

Hutchison Ports Oman, Vale 

Oman, Oil tanking & Co 

Terminals, and C. Steinweg 

Oman.

As one of the fastest-

growing port and free zone 

developments anywhere in 

the world, SOHAR has an 

abundance of space that is 

readily available and filling 

up fast. The very first phase 

of the Freezone is almost 

fully leased out, three years 

ahead of schedule, and 

some 26 companies are 

already reaping the benefits 

of unrivalled access to land, 

low-cost energy, and a skilled 

workforce.

SOHAR Freezone has 

options for leasing pre-

built warehouses and 

commercial offices, as well 

as %100 foreign ownership, 

%0 import or re-export 

duties, %0 personal income 

tax, corporate tax holidays 

of up to 25 years, and a 

dedicated One-Stop-Shop 

for all relevant permits and 

clearances. Oman offers 

one of the most stable and 

business-friendly climates in 

the Middle East and SOHAR 

Freezone has become a 

destination of choice for 

regional and international 

investors looking for an ideal 

Middle East hub for trade, 

commerce, and industry

Looking ahead, SOHAR will 

continue to expand, both 

physically in landmass, 

as well as its clusters and 

client base. Due to foreign 

investment within Phase 1, 

SOHAR Freezone sees more 

expansion and growth plans 

underway in the upcoming 

Phase 2. The free zone 

offers a compelling value 

proposition with unique 

incentives for investors to 

operate their companies 

easily and flexibly, in 

an environment where 

businesses can prosper.

The new SOHAR Port South 

expansion, which will 

ultimately add 250-hectares 

SOHAR PORT & FREEZONE
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to the land area, is well 

underway. In addition to 

the land area, SOHAR Port 

South will also provide 

additional cargo capacity in 

the form of new deep-water 

berths. SOHAR Port South 

Package 1 has already added 

50-hectares to the land area 

and is fully completed.

As with any other industrial 

zone, SOHAR continues to 

experience a rapidly rising 

energy demand, which is 

mirrored by the domestic 

households throughout the 

Sultanate. As a responsible 

corporate citizen, and to 

ensure that energy costs 

are kept at a minimum, 

SOHAR recently joined forces 

with Shell to co-develop 

solar power projects at the 

free zone. Tapping into 

Oman’s solar potential, the 

Freezone has dedicated 

some 600-hectares of land 

for the solar PV projects. 

Each of these projects is 25 

MW PV power generation 

capacity, which will create 

long-lasting economic value 

for the Sultanate and the 

companies in the Freezone. 

The abundance of energy, 

raw materials, and world-

class logistics support 

in SOHAR, coupled with 

generous incentives and our 

One-Stop-Shop system for 

all Government clearances, 

provides a significant 

advantage for business.

SOHAR Port and Freezone 

took part in Oman 

Sustainability Week alongside 

the ASYAD Group to share the 

success of environmentally 

conscious practices 

introduced throughout 

the complex and prove its 

commitment to sustainability. 

As industries move towards 

cleaner forms of energy, 

SOHAR has developed 

strategic programmes 

to improve health and 

education, create jobs, reduce 

inequality and spur economic 

growth.

SOHAR has dedicated 

resources to creating 

a solid foundation for 

sustainable development in 

the fields of Health Safety 

Security Environment 

(HSSE), circular economy, 

clean energy and energy 

conservation, Corporate 

Social Responsibility (CSR), 

and clean shipping, all while 

tackling climate change 

challenges to protect 

the planet for the future 

generations which will be 

an added value for Oman’s 

sustainable development.

Mark Geilenkirchen, CEO of 

SOHAR Port said, 

“SOHAR Port and Freezone has always strived to deliver 
on its commitment to sustainability. This is clear in our efforts 
to tie up with industries within the complex to move towards 
sustainable forms of energy and set up projects in line with 
this concept. In addition, we presented our Integrated 
Environmental Management System (IEMS), which is used in 
the Port and Freezone to ensure an ideal balance between 
industrial development and environmental protection. Oman 
Sustainability Week is an opportunity to share success stories, 
ideas and learn from each other by taking a more sustainable 
approach to the country’s ongoing economic development.”

SOHAR also offers incentives 

to ships and international 

shipping companies that 

express a commitment to 

reducing air emissions under 

the Global Ports Climate 

Initiative and following 

the standards set by the 

International Maritime 

Organization. Measurements 

of the environmental 

footprint of ships visiting 

SOHAR are checked by the 

Environmental Ship Index 

(ESI) with the port offering 

5% discount on port fees to 

shipping companies that 

have made 

added investments in their 

ships and crew to improve 

environmental performance, 

safety, and quality. SOHAR 

rewarded 252 ships in 2021, 

239 ships in 2020 and 148 

ships in 2019, illustrating 

an ongoing commitment to 

reducing the environmental 

impact of ships docking at 

the port.

SOHAR PORT & FREEZONE



   

Badar Shipping Agencies LLC. established in the year 1987. 
Since inception, the core business has been Shipping and Freight related services. We have 
offices in all the major Omani ports (Muscat, Sohar, Salalah & Duqm) The organization em-
ploys around 70 personnel with their shipping expertise in all aspects of Shipping Industry.  

the organization employs trained and experienced personnel, having years of Industry ex-
perience that of ship agency and allied activities.
We have built an excellent reputation over the years with the rapport from all the corners 
including, Port, Customs and trade.We are well known for our ability by the trade for iden-
tifying and executing the most appropriate transport solutions, providing a comprehensive 
range of integrated Cargo Transportation and Logistics services.

• Ship Agents
• Liner agents
• 3PL and 4PL
• International Freight Forwarders Air & Sea
• Aircraft & ocean vessel chartering
• Logistics & Transportation
• Supply Chain Management
• Project Handling & Haulage contractors
• Logistics project management
   (origin or destination)
• Heavy lift / over dimensional cargo 
   handling & transport
• LCL / Groupage Consolidation & 
   De-Consolidation – Air & Sea
• Custom Clearance & Brokerage
• Ware Housing, Storage & Distribution
• On site management at origin and
   /or destination

   +968 2486 7777 
  bsaoman@omantel.net.om 
www.badarshipping.com

• Offices in all major Oman ports 
   (Muscat, Sohar, Salalah & Duqm).
• Total staff strength is currently around 
    70 personnel.
•  Dedicated to building long-term 
    relationships with our customers and 
    associates.
•  Providing consistent, reliable and 
    cost-effective multi modal cargo 
   solutions.
• Meeting customer needs and service 
   satisfaction.
• Delivering the best continuously and 
   consistently is our motto.
• Suggestion of the best Shipping 
    method by evaluating three factors: 
    Time, Cost, and product characteristics.

SHIPPING
& FREIGHT SERVICES

CORE BUSINESS ACTIVITIES & SERVICES

BADAR 

SHIPPING 

AGENCIES LLC

STRENGTH’S & STRATEGY’S
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